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Abstract 

This thesis proposes an overlay approach to address some of the implementation issues 

regarding cognitive radio networks and spectrum management in dynamic environments. 

By utilizing application layer protocol, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), a centralized 

cognitive radio network can be made as an overlay to existing wireless networks such as 

3GPP's Long Term Evolution (LTE) network architecture. We propose using two 

extensions to SIP protocol, Event Notification Framework (ENF) and Event State 

Publication (ESP), in order to implement our design. We provide event scenarios to 

demonstrate how our system allows primary users to share their spectrum usage 

information with secondary cognitive radio users in order to provide better spectrum 

management. We also provide analytical and simulation results on SIP messaging delay 

to demonstrate the efficiency of our system in terms of channel utilization. Results from 

analysis and simulation using OPNET show that our proposed system can be efficient 

under certain scenarios. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter will provide background information on cognitive radios. It will describe 

the features they possess, discuss their increasing relevance in wireless mobility for the 

future, as well as solving emerging problems within the wireless community. It will then 

briefly introduce the traditional methods of implementation that rely on spectrum sensing 

in order to realize the potential of cognitive radio devices. From these methods, we form 

our research problems that still need to be addressed. This provides us with the 

motivation to develop our method of using a centralized server and higher layer protocols 

as an alternative to spectrum scanning. A summary of our contributions and the 

problems solved is provided along with the thesis organization and our publication at the 

end of this chapter. 

1.1 Background 

The recent increase in wireless mobile devices has led to a surge in growth of wireless 

communication systems. With even larger wireless usage expected for the foreseeable 

future, problems begin to arise from the limitation of the wireless spectrum. The 

unlicensed wireless bands in particular are seeing dramatic usage as new technologies are 

introduced, including 3G, WiFi, Bluetooth, etc as shown in Fig 1.1. As more devices 
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using these bands are created, the availability of spectrum bands becomes increasingly 

limited until there are none remaining. 
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Figure 1.1 Wireless Technology Spectrum Ranges 

In contrast, licensed bands have been showed to be largely underutilized compared to 

their unlicensed counterparts. Licensed bands are parts of the spectrum that have been 

auctioned off for commercial purposes by a governing body (such as the FCC in the US) 

to a buyer. Only licensed holders may offer services and build infrastructure for devices 

operating within the licensed bands. A new trend towards efficient spectrum utilization 

will be needed for future growth in wireless communications. This requires the use, in a 

dynamic manner, of these licensed bands without causing interference to the bands' 

primary users. 

A survey in [1] shows several important applications of cognitive radio devices. 

Cognitive radios and their ability to dynamically access the wireless spectrum has been 
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considered in changing our current power grid and electrical delivery system to a 'Smart 

Grid' that incorporates wireless networks for metering, and billing purposes. Public 

safety networks have also been proposed for emergency services such as fire and police 

workers to respond to incidents quicker using wireless handheld devices. Other uses 

explored include the creation of a wireless medical network that would allow hospitals to 

monitor patient's vital signs using wireless devices, and improved cellular networks that 

could support more users and wireless devices in an age where users expect to be always 

connected. 

Cognitive radios are a promising way to solve the problem of efficient spectrum usage. 

Devices using cognitive radio technology require several functions that allow it to use 

unoccupied parts of the licensed spectrum band. These include: sensing the spectrum for 

white space (a portion of frequency band that is not currently being used), managing 

spectrum usage to meet the user's quality of service requirements, and providing a fair 

spectrum scheduling method to share with other users [2], Cognitive radio devices may 

also have spectrum mobility functions that provide the means of exchanging frequencies 

of operation allowing seamless transition between spectrum bands without degradation to 

communications when required [3]. These functions allow opportunistic use of these 

unoccupied channels while ideally avoiding interruption to the licensed users of that part 

of the spectrum [2]. 
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1.2 Research Problems 

The spectrum sensing function that cognitive radios require in order to detect other users 

still has many open issues. Accuracy in detecting signal presence is a major issue with 

current spectrum sensing devices especially in situations with high noise. Designs of 

higher quality spectrum sensing devices as well as algorithms for exchanging spectrum 

sensing data between cooperative users have been a major focus of cognitive radio 

improvement [4]. The current trend calls for designing more sophisticated spectrum 

sensing algorithms as well as increased sharing of spectrum data between cooperative 

users to produce a more accurate picture of the surrounding spectrum bands [5][6]. 

Another problem comes from spectrum scanning. Spectrum scanning is a required part 

of the sensing function. It can be highly costly in terms of both time and energy. 

Depending on the range of frequencies that is needed to be scanned, a large amount of 

time may be consumed scanning before users can begin use [7]. This is a major issue 

facing cognitive radios and efficient spectrum utilization. In cases with highly 

dynamically changing spectrums, spectrum sensing data from scanning may be outdated 

very quickly. This could lead to situations in which certain white spaces become 

unavailable after detection. Periodic or even constant spectrum scanning would be 

needed in order to provide an accurate and up-to-date picture of the spectrum [8]. This 

would not only increase turnaround times, but also would be a constant drain on the 

devices' battery power. 

Even when usage is detected, it is difficult to classify different users [9], In the case of 

cooperative sensing where information from multiple cognitive radio users are 
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incorporated for primary user detection, the issue remains in how devices using different 

wireless communication technologies, i.e. WiMax, WiFi, etc, are able to communicate 

with each other. Assuming that they are able to do this, users of different service 

providers are not presented with any incentive to help each other. However, cooperative 

approaches introduces additional overhead and complexities into cognitive radio devices 

including the creation of a wireless network for devices, synchronization of nodes, 

choosing the best nodes for spectrum sensing, etc [10]. More information on spectrum 

sensing is provided in later chapters. 

The allocation of channels is difficult to achieve efficiently when the environment is 

highly dynamic. Spectrum conditions may change drastically over a short period of time 

[8]. Devices need to adapt to different channel conditions. This requires the optimal 

allocation of channels given the users service requirements while avoiding collisions with 

the primary users. A collision caused by failure of detection is costly in terms of 

spectrum usage. Open issues include providing fair scheduling methods to allocate 

channels between secondary users in a dynamic environment, as well as collision 

avoidance with the primary users. 

The return of primary users to take over channels used by secondary users is also an issue 

that needs to be addressed. Detection of signal presence on secondary user's channels 

may indicate a returning primary user. However, it is difficult to classify the signal as 

either a primary user or some other unknown source [9]. In addition, there are spectrum 

mobility functions to consider in order to provide uninterrupted service when this occurs. 
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In many cases, deployment of cognitive radio technology is hampered due to costs 

associated with the infrastructure. Cognitive radio devices require an underlying 

infrastructure in place in order to work. However, primary users may not allow them to 

use their own. A separate network needs to be built for them. Given the cost to 

implement a separate network solely for cognitive radio use may be considered 

unfeasible to develop. 

1.3 Objectives 

The main objectives of the thesis are to address the problems in the last section. These 

include the discussion on spectrum sensing and scanning, exploration of application layer 

solutions for channel allocation, and development of an overlay to existing network to 

support the application layer approach. 

• In this thesis, we plan to replace the spectrum sensing and scanning parts of 

traditional cognitive radio with a system that provides the same functionality 

under the assumption that primary users will share usage information with the 

secondary user. This solves many problems that are associated with the use of 

spectrum sensing and scanning that are explained in more detail in the next 

chapter. 

• This thesis also explores the use of message signalling at the application layer in 

order to share spectrum usage information between users, as well as to allocate, 

and manage channels in the licensed band. The use of application layer message 
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signalling can let us look at the overhead due to delays they create and how they 

ultimately affect the efficiency of channel utilization. 

• By providing a system model of our approach, we can share a view of our 

implementation at the application layer involving an overlay to existing networks. 

This can demonstrate the feasibility of our method as well as an alternative 

implementation of cognitive radios. 

1.4 Our Approach 

The problems facing cognitive radio require additional development in order to create a 

viable technology capable of realising the potential of efficient spectrum usage. Issues 

facing spectrum sensing, channel allocation and network implementation are all problems 

we wish to solve. 

Our approach to cognitive radios involves the use of a centralized server to help allocate 

channels within the licensed band to licensed users and opportunistic users equipped with 

cognitive radios. We use an application layer solution to communicate between cognitive 

radio users and this allocation server. An application layer solution means we are using 

an approach to cognitive radios that involves the use of an application layer protocol. 

Specifically, we are referring to the use of Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP is an 

application layer protocol meant for real-time media access. This is not a session layer 

protocol. 
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This method is meant to forgo the use of spectrum sensing required by traditional 

cognitive radios. The physical aspect of cognitive radio is instead replaced by the 

application layer to perform the function of channel allocation and management. In this 

way, we can eliminate the need for spectrum sensing and scanning and move the 

responsibilities away from the physical layer towards the application layer. A more 

detailed explanation is presented in Chapter 4. 

Opportunistic users equipped with cognitive radio as well as licensed users provide their 

usage information to this server before allocation decisions are made and permission 

granted to cognitive radio users. This approach has the benefit of avoiding costly 

spectrum scanning as well as collisions that may occur between both types of users. In 

addition, it solves the inherent problem in cooperative sensing mechanisms where users 

of different wireless technologies are not capable of communicating with each other. By 

using an application layer protocol, we can assume devices can communicate with this 

allocation server as long as they are Internet Protocol (IP) based. Also, since we use the 

application layer in our communications we can use an overlay of an existing IP-based 

communication infrastructure. This gives a very economic alternative to actually 

building a separate network infrastructure solely for cognitive radio users or resort to 

increasingly complex devices to handle cooperative methods. In this system, the 

allocation server remains in control of the spectrum and can easily track the spectrum 

usage among all types of users. 

Centralized approach has been explored before in works such as [11]. The approach of 

using a messaging protocol to provide information from primary users has not been 

explored before. By providing information on their spectrum usage to the allocation 
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server, the problem of primary user detection is solved. However, primary users must 

gain something in order to share their usage information. Otherwise there is no incentive 

to help secondary users. We use an auction mechanism to provide primary users with 

some monetary compensation for their usage information. This auctioning mechanism 

will be used to allocate channels among winning secondary users. This technique not 

only provides us with an allocation mechanism, but also provides incentive for primary 

users to share information with secondary users. 

1.5 Contributions 

The focus of our contributions lies with the implementation of cognitive radios. Our 

method provides solutions to problems associated with spectrum sensing, network 

implementation, and communication between different wireless technologies. 

This thesis provides the following major contributions: 

• Specifications pertaining to a system model based on primary users' willingness 

to share their spectrum usage information to a centralized server in order to 

manage spectrum allocation among cognitive radio users 

• Communication between the server and users using application layer protocol. 

Our method employs Session Initiation Protocol (SEP) and two extensions to 

adapt the SIP protocol to meet our needs. 
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• Adoption of an auctioning mechanism in order to distribute spectrum among 

cognitive radio users as well as provide primary users with incentive to share their 

usage information. 

• Performance analysis, both analytical and through simulation, of our proposed 

solution in order to validate the effects of delay as well as spectrum efficiency. 

These contributions provide benefits for cognitive radio devices in the following forms: 

• Eliminate the need for spectrum sensing and in turn remove the possibility of 

false or missed detection of primary users. 

• Optimization of channel allocation centralized to remove the need for more 

complex computations and devices associated with cooperative sensing. 

• Overlay of an existing mobile network. This communication using SIP can be 

accomplished by using existing mobile access networks that support IP such as 

WiMAX or Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)'s Long Term Evolution 

(LTE). This eliminates the need to deploy a different network infrastructure 

solely for cognitive radio use. We merely need a server that provides spectrum 

management and allocation capabilities. 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

The remaining chapters are organized as follows: 

Chapter 2: Literature survey gives a state of the art overview of current literature that is 

relevant to this topic. This includes background information on cognitive radio 
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technology, trends in development, and other approaches to solve challenges facing 

cognitive radios. 

Chapter 3: Our system model will be presented here. This includes the entities that will 

be the core of our system, a description of the SIP protocol along with its extensions will, 

the messaging model and the SIP messages that will be used. A messaging model will 

show how a channel allocation protocol can be developed using SIP and how this model 

can be used in an overlay of an existing network infrastructure. We also provide an 

auctioning mechanism that can distribute channels among competing users. 

Chapter 4: Here we derive and analytical model for the delay we expect from our 

system solution presented in the previous chapter. This section will also describe 

sessions and protocol management. It will provide a detailed explanation of the various 

scenarios that will take place and the amount of delay incurred in each case according to 

our analysis. It also shows analysis of the efficiency given the previous derivations on 

mean delay. Simulation results are also presented in this chapter. A detailed look at the 

network model used for the simulation and procedure, assumptions used, as well as 

analytical model will be given before the results of the simulation. Simulation results 

show overhead incurred due to messaging delays, channel utilization percentage relative 

to user behaviour changes as well as auction results. 

Chapter 5: A conclusion will be presented along with suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Survey 

This part of the thesis surveys recent advances in research related to cognitive radios. The 

architecture of traditional cognitive radio network and its applications are first 

introduced. The existing works in spectrum sensing are reviewed, and important issues in 

dynamic spectrum allocation and sharing are investigated in detail. A section will be 

dedicated to the lessons learned from these works and an ideal solution to cognitive radio 

implementation. 

2.1 Fundamentals 

Radios were once devices that could tune to specific frequencies to send and receive 

wireless information; such as a radio station for music. However, if the channels 

conditions were poor there was no other way to avoid the interference other than to wait 

it out. Advances within software have made radio devices smarter. Now they may have 

the capability to intelligently detect which of the channels are in use and which are not. 

This would allow them to use the vacant channels while avoiding those that are already in 

use. Not only does this optimize the use of the spectrum bandwidth, but it also minimizes 

the interference to other users. 
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Cognitive radios may be defined as any wireless communication devices that 

opportunistically uses the white space of the spectrum and includes technology that 

prevent interference to other users such as spectrum sensing. In order to perform these 

functions, the cognitive radio device has several duties that are needed in order to detect 

the unused parts of spectrum, use it, and avoid interference with other users. 

A typical duty cycle of cognitive radio includes detecting spectrum white space, selecting 

the best frequency bands, coordinating spectrum access with other users and vacating the 

frequency when a primary user appears [12]. Such a cycle is supported by the following 

functions: 

• Spectrum sensing 

• Spectrum management 

• Spectrum allocation 

Through the spectrum sensing function, cognitive radios can detect occupied channels 

from the spectrum white space. After recognizing the spectrum white space by sensing, 

spectrum management function of cognitive radio enables secondary users to choose the 

best frequency band to meet their requirements while still providing fairness to other 

users. 
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2.2 Cognitive Radio Classifications 

With the development of cognitive radio technologies, secondary users who are not 

authorized with spectrum usage rights can utilize unused licensed bands owned by the 

primary users. Therefore, in traditional cognitive radio network architecture, the 

components include both a secondary network and a primary network [13]. Both 

secondary users and secondary base stations are equipped with cognitive radio functions. 

If several secondary networks share one common spectrum band, their spectrum usage 

may be coordinated by a central network entity, called a spectrum broker. The spectrum 

broker will be responsible for collecting information from secondary users and allocate 

channels for efficiency and fairness [14]. 

Primary users access the spectrum using their own networks. This consists of user 

equipment as well as one or more base stations. They are not assumed to possess 

cognitive radio functionality. When primary users and secondary users share the same 

spectrum bands, the responsibility falls on the secondary users and the secondary network 

to do the detection and ensure that primary users are not interfered with. Therefore, the 

secondary network must both detect spectrum white space as well as detect the presence 

of primary users. 

In a hierarchical access model, secondary users and primary users share and co-exist 

within the same licensed spectrum bands. Secondary user access technology within this 

model can be divided into two groups: spectrum underlay and spectrum overlay [15]. 

In spectrum underlay secondary users are allowed to transmit their data in the licensed 

spectrum band when primary users are also transmitting. The interference temperature 
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model is imposed on secondary users' transmission power so that the interference at a 

primary user's receiver is within the interference temperature limit and primary users can 

deliver their packet to the receiver successfully [15]. 

Unlike spectrum underlay, secondary users in spectrum overlay will only use the licensed 

spectrum when primary users are not transmitting. There is no interference temperature 

limit imposed on secondary users' transmission. Secondary users are required to sense 

the licensed frequency band and detect the spectrum white space, in order to avoid 

interference to primary users [15]. 

Another classification is based on the network architecture. If there is a central entity that 

controls and coordinates the spectrum allocation and access of secondary, such as a 

spectrum broker, then the spectrum allocation is centralized. If there is no such central 

controller, it is distributed [16] [17]. In distributed spectrum sharing, each user makes 

their decision about spectrum access strategy, based on local observation of the spectrum 

band. 

A third way of classifying cognitive radio systems is according to the access behavior of 

secondary users. They can be either cooperative or non-cooperative. In cooperative 

spectrum sharing, users coordinate their allocation for the benefits of everyone. This is 

usually the case when users are of the same service provider [18]. A non-cooperative 

approach assumes users do not cooperate to achieve the same objective. They are 

assumed to be maximizing their own benefits, even to the detriment of everyone else. 
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2.3 Spectrum Sensing 

Spectrum sensing allows cognitive radios to examine the surrounding radio environment 

for signs of primary users as well as spectrum white space. With this information, a 

cognitive radio user can adapt itself to specific parameters such as frequency, 

transmission power, etc., to utilize the available spectrum dynamically without causing 

interference to primary users. Spectrum sensing is the first step in ensuring that dynamic 

spectrum management is possible. There are three main techniques employed by 

traditional cognitive radio technologies to provide spectrum sensing. 

• Energy Detection: Used to measures interference levels at receivers to detect 

primary users 

• Feature Detection: For sensing certain features commonly associated with users 

(mostly cyclostationary). 

• Matched Filter Detection: Match a predefined template of user signal with an 

unknown one. 

These techniques will be discussed briefly and a summary of their advantages and 

disadvantages will be provided. Spectrum sensing can be performed in the time, and 

frequency domains. If primary users do not broadcast in all directions, secondary users 

may utilize the same frequency in an area that the primary user does not. They may also 

transmit on the same band if they use a code orthogonal code as primary users. This 

opens up more opportunities in the spatial domain as well as the code domain [19] [20]. 
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2.3.1 Energy Detection 

The most common form of spectrum sensing is energy detection. Energy detection is an 

attractive spectrum sensing method in practice, primarily due to the facts that it has low 

implementation complexity and it does not depend on any deterministic knowledge about 

primary signals. A good energy detector needs to have a high detection probability so 

that it does not produce false detections that could lead to less efficiency as well as 

providing some level of primary user protection. 

Several approaches used to improve energy detection based spectrum sensing include the 

following. 

In [21], methods for energy detection are proposed, where the noise power is unknown 

and is adaptively estimated. [22] Introduces a wideband spectrum sensing technique 

based on energy detection, which mutually detects the signal energy levels across 

multiple frequency bands in order to improve the throughput of cognitive radios and 

reduce their interference to primary users. 

Although energy detection has benefits for cognitive radio design, there remain open 

issues regarding their implementation. Energy detection relies on two critical 

assumptions, 1) noise power is perfect and known beforehand and 2) test statistics can be 

accurately modeled as independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables 

[22]. However, in practice, noise power can vary considerably as time progresses in a 

dynamic environment. In addition, the noise power threshold for determining primary 

users must be known prior. This may not always be true. This threshold is used to 

compare received signal energy in order to determine a primary user presence. However, 
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detection of other unknown signals in the area that meet that threshold may trigger false 

detections that may or may not be a primary user. Since the detection threshold depends 

on noise power, detection may become unreliable in some situations, such as when noise 

power in the area is very high. 

2.3.2 Feature Detection 

Features refer to any inherent characteristics related with a primary user's transmission. 

Statistics of transmitted signals in many communication paradigms are periodic because 

of the inherent periodicities such as the modulation rate, carrier frequency, and others. 

There features are often associated with the information transmission of a primary user 

and are usually viewed as cyclostationary features. Most communication systems have 

signals that are modulated with sine wave carriers, while white space is wide-sense 

stationary. Since there is no correlation between the two, a cyclostationary detector can 

be used to determine spectrum white space from user presence. These features may then 

be classified and used to determine whether a signal is in fact the presence of a primary 

user. 

Compared to energy detectors that are prone to high false alarm probability due to noise 

uncertainty and cannot detect weak signals in noise, cyclostationary detectors become 

good alternatives because they can differentiate noise from primary users' signal and 

have better detection robustness in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) situations. [23] 

There remain challenges to feature detections that need to be solved before 

implementation. A high computational complexity is needed for cyclostationry detectors. 
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This may prove to be unfeasible given the cost that is associated with cognitive radio 

implementation. In order for cyclostationary detectors to work, they require some partial 

information from primary users on their cyclic frequencies. Several wireless 

communication standards have begun using orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM) as part of their air interface. The migration towards OFDM poses a problem for 

cyclostationary detection. Identification of different systems may become challenging, 

since the features of OFDM signalling are likely to be close or even identical [24]. 

2.3.3 Matched Filtering Detection 

If secondary users know prior information about a primary user' signal, then the optimal 

detection method is the matched filtering [25]. A matched filter is obtained by 

correlating a known signal template of a primary user, with an unknown signal to detect 

the presence of the template in the unknown signal. This is equivalent to convolving the 

unknown signal with a time-reversed version of the template provided by primary users. 

The advantage of matched filtering is the short time it requires to achieve a certain 

detection performance such as a low probability of missed detection and false alarm [26], 

since a matched filter needs less received signal samples. 
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Table 2.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of Sensing Methods 

Disadvantages Advantages 
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There are still many issues facing matched filter implementation. Matched filtering 

requires perfect knowledge of the primary user's signal. This information must be 

provided from the primary users. However, the means or the incentive for primary users 

to share information is only assumed and never presented. The case also exists where if 

false or erroneous information is used for matched filtering, detection performance will 

be degraded dramatically. In addition, the required number of signal samples also grows 

as the received SNR decreases, so there is a SNR wall for a matched filter. Since the 

matched filter needs receivers for all types of signals and corresponding receiver 

algorithms to be executed, its implementation complexity and power consumption is also 

considered to be high [27]. 
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2.4 Cooperative Sensing 

Cooperative spectrum sensing is proposed to improve the reliability of spectrum sensing, 

increase the detection probability to better protect a primary user, and reduce false 

detection to utilize the idle spectrum more efficiently. In centralized cooperative 

spectrum sensing, a central controller, e.g., a secondary base station, collects local 

observations from multiple secondary users, decides the available spectrum channels 

using some decision rule, and informs the secondary users which channels to access. In 

distributed cooperative spectrum sensing, secondary users exchange their local detection 

results among themselves without requiring a backbone infrastructure. Relays can also 

be used in cooperative spectrum sensing, such as the cooperative sensing scheme 

proposed in [28], where the cognitive users operating in the same band help each other 

relay information using amplify-and-forward protocol. 

Co-operating all secondary users in spectrum sensing is not optimal. Instead, optimum 

detection is achieved by co-operating a group of users who have higher SNR [29]. 

Detecting a primary user costs battery power of secondary users. Therefore, an optimal 

selection of secondary users for cooperative spectrum sensing is more advantageous. 

Different algorithms based on different amount of available information are proposed to 

select a proper set of sensors. Secondary users collaboratively estimate the location and 

transmit power of the primary transmitter to determine their maximum allowable 

transmission power, and use the location information to decide which users should 

participate in collaborative sensing in order to minimize correlation among the secondary 

users. 
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Once the results of spectrum sensing from selected users have been taken, decisions must 

be made using all the aggregate data collected to form a clear picture of the spectrum. 

Different combination rules have been studied such as using logic OR rule, counting rule, 

voting, etc [30] [31] [32]. Cooperative sensing is coordinated over a separate control 

channel, so a good cooperation schemes should be able to use a small bandwidth and 

power for exchanging local detection results while maximizing the detection reliability. 

Performance of cooperative spectrum sensing depends on the accuracy of the local 

sensing data reported by the secondary users. 

Several challenges face cooperative sensing. Secondary users can be low-cost devices 

only equipped with a limit amount of power, so they cannot afford very complicated 

detection hardware and high computational complexity. In wideband cooperative 

sensing, multiple secondary users have to scan a wide range of spectrum channels and 

share their detection results. This results in a large amount of sensory data exchange, 

high energy consumption, and wasteful data throughput. If the spectrum environment is 

highly dynamic, the sensed information may even be stale due to user mobility. 

Additionally, in order to coordinate the cooperation in spectrum sensing, a lot of 

information exchange is needed among secondary users, such as their locations, 

estimation of the primary user's location and power, which users should be clustered into 

a group and which users should perform cooperative sensing at a particular time [33]. 

Such a large amount of information exchange brings a lot of overhead to the secondary 

user. If cognitive users belong to different service providers, they tend to contribute less 

in sensing in order to increase their own data throughput. 
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2.5 Spectrum Scanning Techniques 

Wideband spectrum scanning with multiple channels has been recently studied in order to 

produce the best and maximum throughput performance. Scanning has been proposed as 

both sequential and multi-channel joint detection which uses a larger number of detectors 

that operate simultaneously. However, it is often difficult for cognitive radio devices to 

be equipped with such a large number of detectors and operate them simultaneously [34]. 

Using a single detector has two scenarios of note. When the detector is given infinite 

time to scan the spectrum, or when given a strict delay constraint on how long it may 

scan. 

Scanning takes the following sequence of steps to determine channel usage: 1) scan 

current channel 2) decide if channel is free 3) scan current channel again and go back to 

step two 4) move to new channel to scan. 

Several scanning methods have been proposed in [35] as alternatives to unidirectional 

sequential spectrum scanning. Bidirectional scanning scans in both directions on the 

initial channel to find the closest available channel whereas a sequential scan may miss a 

free channel close to initial scanned channel that is scanning in the opposite direction. If 

starting frequency is/x, then the scanning sequence would be/x,/x+i,/x-i,/x+2, etc. A dual 

scanning method initiates scans in two different parts of the spectrum that may be 

randomly selected and then scanned sequentially alternating between each other. If 

starting frequencies are/x  and fy ,  then the scanning sequence would be fx,fy ,fx+\,fy+\,fx+i, 

etc. 
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There are several factors that contribute to the overall scanning delay times of cognitive 

radio systems. In practice, cognitive radios may choose to set a maximum allowable 

scanning time in order to meet requirements. By setting an upper bound on scanning 

times, users can experience more consistency at the cost of detection reliability. When 

switching to another channel to scan, tuning times factor into the overall delay. In 

wideband scenarios with many channels, tuning times can play a significant part in delay. 

Scanning times are also influenced by the sensing method employed (e.g. energy 

detection has less overhead delay then cyclostationary detection). The sensing methods 

may be classified by their average detection times. A fast sense is usually employed 

using energy detection that has average detection delays of around 1 millisecond. Fine 

sensing that employs detection methods with costlier delays (such as cyclostationary 

detection) may run scanning delays that average 25 milliseconds. 

Noise can lead to false or missed detections. When SNR is low, the probability of these 

cases occurring increases. Scanning times are usually adjusted to compensate for this by 

increasing scanning times in order to meet their minimum detection probability. Studies 

have shown [36] that depending on channel conditions, some sensing methods are better 

suited than others. Very high SNR scenarios make energy detection very attractive since 

detection probabilities are high. In low SNR scenarios, energy detection becomes 

infeasible because detection probabilities are too low. It is recommended to use more 

robust sensing methods with longer scanning times such as cyclostationary detection in 

these cases. 
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The use of cooperative sensing has shown the ability to reduce scanning times among 

cooperating users while maintaining high detection probabilities. [37] shows the 

scanning times of local secondary users using energy detection that meets an overall 

detection sensitivity of 99 percent given the amount of cooperating users. These 

scanning times range from high in the case of only one user, 100 milliseconds, to low in 

the case of ten users, 0.1 milliseconds. 

In all these cases, a trade off exists between scanning delays and probability that the 

cognitive radio makes a false or missed detection of primary user. Errors probabilities 

can be made very small given infinite scanning time. However this incurs significant 

delay that is unfeasible. The opposite is true for very short scanning times may not offer 

appropriate protection of primary users or could also lead to inefficiencies in channel 

usage due to false detection case. 

2.6 Dynamic Spectrum Allocation 

The availability and quality of a spectrum band may change rapidly with time due to 

primary users' activity and competition from other secondary users. In order to utilize the 

spectrum resources efficiently, secondary users need to be able to address issues such as 

when and how to use a spectrum band, how to co-exist with primary users and other 

secondary users, and which spectrum band they should sense and access if the current 

one in use is not available. 

The medium access control (MAC) provides the policy on which secondary users should 

access the spectrum. By using the features of cognitive radios, such as spectrum sensing, 
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new MAC protocols have been proposed to offer spectrum access that is both fair and 

efficient. MAC protocols using stochastic modeling have been proposed as a means to 

share spectrum bandwidth between cognitive radio and WLAN users in [38] based on 

spectrum sensing. A cognitive MAC is proposed in [39], which takes into consideration 

hardware constrains and optimizes the spectrum sensing decision by formulating sensing 

as an optimization problem. 

The research challenges and issues still facing MAC protocols for cognitive radios 

include: 

Traditional cognitive radio networks frequently use a common control channel between 

users and base station. The event may occur when control channel saturation occurs and 

a user must wait before it can successfully send its Request to Send (RTS) frame. This 

can lead to significant and unnecessary access delay when the data channel itself is being 

underutilized. 

Coordination among distributed cognitive radio networks is difficult. Synchronization of 

nodes within the network must take place for accurate sensing data to be aggregated 

among users. 

Information dissemination and the overhead it creates may interfere with other users who 

are using channels. Managing the transfer of information between nodes while avoiding 

interference with users and providing low overhead is difficult. 

In cooperative cases, the cooperation overhead generally increases with the number of 

cooperating users due to the increased volume of data that needs to be reported and 

processed. There exists a tradeoff between local processing overhead and cooperation 
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overhead as they both add to the total delay. This tradeoff may be balanced by finding 

optimum levels of processing and cooperation in order to minimize the overall delay. 

The underlying protocol used for cooperation has an underlying efficiency that must also 

be considered. Cooperation may be conducted by polling each user for their sensing data. 

However, the overhead associated with this method increases linearly with the number of 

users. Other protocols have been created that allow for more efficiency at the cost of 

protocol complexity. 

Optimizing sensing duration and allocation is also a question that must meet both high 

data throughput, meet quality of service (QoS) requirements of users and provide 

protection of primary users. This balance is an issue that also must be addressed. 

2.7 Spectrum Mobility 

When channel conditions worsen, or primary users reclaim occupied channels, secondary 

users must stop data transmission and find other available channels before resuming. This 

is called spectrum handoff in cognitive radio networks. Each time a user changes its 

frequency of operation, the network protocols may require modifications to the operation 

parameters. Spectrum mobility management in cognitive radio networks ensures a 

smooth and fast transition with minimum performance degradation during a spectrum 

handoff. A good spectrum handoff mechanism should provide secondary users with 

frequency transition that has the least latency. One suggestion to lighten the performance 

degradation from lengthy delays is to reserve some number of channels for spectrum 

handoff [40]. When secondary users need to switch frequencies, they can instantly pick a 
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channel from the reserved bands. Problems arise when secondary user reserve too much 

bandwidth for spectrum handoff. The throughput may be unnecessarily low, because the 

primary user may not reclaims their licensed band regularly. Therefore, there is a 

tradeoff in optimizing the channel reservation. 

Another proposed method of avoiding interference with primary users is controlling the 

transmission power. The impact of transmission power on spectrum opportunities is 

investigated in [41], and it is shown that the optimal transmission power of secondary 

users decreases with the traffic load of the primary network. An opportunistic power 

control strategy is proposed in [42], which enables the cognitive user to maximize its 

transmission rate while guaranteeing that the outage probability of the primary user is not 

degraded. 

Cognitive radio networks adapt to the wireless spectrum based on the available bands. 

Since channel availability changes over time, providing a level of QoS in this 

environment is difficult. The available bands also changes as users move from one place 

to another. Hence, continuous allocation of spectrum is a major challenge. 

2.8 Similar Works 

In [43], Xu, et al discuss reconfigurable wireless networks that use cognitive radio 

technology. In this paper, a network architecture based around 3GPP's IP Multimedia 

Subsystem (IMS) and WiMAX is used as a basis for spectrum management and 

allocation between cognitive radio devices. 
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This paper shares similarities with the concepts in this thesis. They propose the use of a 

signalling protocol at the application layer to exchange information between users which 

is similar to our contribution of using SIP. In the paper, they propose the use of Simple 

Network Management Protocol (SNMP) to contact any radio device using IP to inform 

each other of the spectrum environment and usage conditions. 

Network architecture types are discussed in more general terms. A centralized server 

model is discussed where a central management server located within the IMS has a 

shared database that cognitive radio users may access. 

Spectrum sensing still occurs by a spectrum management entity that continuously scans 

the radio environment and updates this information to cognitive radio users. They do not 

consider the primary users to be part of this system and do not ask for their spectrum 

usage information. 

This still leads to issues in spectrum sensing that were discussed previously. However, 

by shifting the spectrum sensing part to the spectrum management entity, they remove the 

responsibility from the user which may greatly reduce the complexity of the user devices. 

This thesis takes the idea one step further by introducing the idea of spectrum information 

sharing across all user types and thus eliminating the need for spectrum sensing. 

2.9 Implementation Challenges 

This section will provide a summary of the challenges that still face cognitive radios and 

their implementation and an ideal solution that is strived for. In the next chapter, we can 



then show how our approach aspires to this ideal solution and how they answer some of 

the questions that other methods do not. 

There exists three current methods to provide spectrum sensing features of cognitive 

radios 1) Energy detection 2) Feature detection and 3) Matched Filter detection. All three 

methods have their advantages and disadvantages. For energy detection, they have low 

complexity, but are not well suited for use in low SNR scenarios. Feature detection of 

cyclostationary signals provides a more robust detection mechanism in this case, but 

overly complex hardware and computation may lead to additional overhead. Matched 

filter detection provides the most optimal way to detect signals, but requires that primary 

users provide information about their signal before it can work. In addition to the 

problems associated with these sensing techniques, spectrum sensing in general incur an 

overhead due to the turnaround time associated with scanning. Certain scenarios such as 

wideband lead to large scanning times which directly affect both spectrum efficiency as 

well as power consumption. 

Cooperative sensing attempts to solve some of the major issues facing spectrum sensing, 

but introduces its own problems. With the use of distributed network to disseminate 

information, large amount of sensory data must be exchanged between nodes. This leads 

to high energy consumption and wasteful data throughput with the amount of overhead 

that it generates. 

A trade off exists between scanning times and detection reliability. Shorter scanning 

times can lead to better utilization, but the chance of false or missed detection increases. 

This may not be enough protection for primary users. The reverse is true for longer 
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scanning times which leads to under utilization for secondary users. Scanning methods 

need to achieve more reliable results with lower scanning times in order to fully realize 

spectrum utilization. Advancements to scanning times must also be made in the case of 

wideband scenarios with many channels. 

New MAC protocols need to be developed to make essential decisions regarding 

optimization of sensing and allocation times to meet efficiency, how to select cognitive 

radio users for scanning duties, how to disseminate data without interfering other users, 

provide primary user protection, meet user QoS requirements, and many more. 

Achieving these purposes in a highly dynamic spectrum scenario could prove to be a very 

difficult task. The overhead in terms of delay caused by saturation of control channels 

have yet to be answered. 

Handoff scenarios also face issues involving providing seamless transition to other 

available channels when pre-empted by primary users. Traditional methods must have 

pre-empted users conduct spectrum sensing which incurs scanning delays before finding 

another available channel. Using reserved channels for the handoff scenario means less 

overall channels available for users. 
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Chapter 3 

Application-Layer System Solution 

The proposed system model will be based around three network entities and the exchange 

of information between them in order to allocate channels and provide control over 

session management. This chapter will introduce three core network entities of our 

system model, their integration in an overall network architecture based on LTE, an 

introduction to SIP protocol and the extensions used, and a messaging model including 

auctioning mechanism will be created. 

3.1 Solution Architecture 

In our method, we propose that primary users of the licensed band share their spectrum 

usage information with secondary users. This coordination between the two user types in 

the licensed band can yield all the information necessary in providing an accurate picture 

of the spectrum assuming there are no other unauthorized users. When both primary and 

secondary users collaborate by sharing spectrum usage information, the need for 

spectrum sensing can be removed. This would solve the various problems associated 

with spectrum sensing. 
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3.1.1 System Entities and Overall Network Overlay 

An application server can be used to aggregate the information provided by primary 

users. This server can be located somewhere close to the users themselves, but can also 

be flexible enough to be placed anywhere in the internet. By providing channel usage 

information to this server from primary users and channel usage requests from secondary 

users, enough information is available to provide dynamic spectrum access to secondary 

users without the need for spectrum sensing. Other issues with spectrum sensing 

including robustness in low SNR, complexity, overhead, and device power are all 

removed. 

In our model, three unique entities will be part of the system. A spectrum manger will 

maintain information about spectrum usage in the area as well as coordinate channel 

usage. Primary users are defined as licensed users who have priority to use channels. 

Secondary users are opportunistic users equipped with cognitive radios. The secondary 

users will first contact the server to secure unused licensed channels. Figure 3.1 shows 

the relationship between the three entities. When primary users use channels, they will 

KAj. 
Spectrum Manager 

Figure 3.1: Relationship between Entities 
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share their channel usage information with the server. Responsibilities of each entity are 

defined as follows: 

• Spectrum Manager: This server will be the main control unit of our three entity 

model. Its responsibilities include connection establishment/termination, session 

management between the two other types of user devices, channel allocation, and 

billing information. 

• Primary Users: We assume that these users have their own means of 

communicating with the spectrum manager. A main goal of this system model is 

to make it as transparent as possible to primary users. In order to accomplish this, 

a minimal amount of work should be put onto primary users. The main 

responsibility that they will have to do is to provide the spectrum manager with 

their channel usage information. 

• Secondary Users: These are the opportunistic users that are equipped with 

cognitive radios who wish to use part of the spectrum. Secondary users will have 

to make a connection with the spectrum manager first and wait until granted 

permission. Responsibilities include providing information to the spectrum 

manager on what channels they want to use, amount they are willing to pay, and 

numerous other information deemed necessary. They will also provide occasional 

updates to the spectrum manager with information pertaining to channel usage 

status, requests to change channels, and channel termination. 
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Figure 3.2: Overall Network over LTE Architecture 

Figure 3.2 shows the overall network that uses LTE architecture as an example of how 

our system can be used as an overlay to existing networks. Primary users are assumed to 

have access to the internet through their own access networks. Secondary users are 

equipped with cognitive radios. However, primary users are not necessarily equipped 

with cognitive radios. Both types of user devices will communicate with their 
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corresponding base station located locally. Base stations will route messages from the 

user devices to the spectrum manager that administers the usage of channels for the 

respective areas of each base station. The LTE is a fully packet-switched domain that can 

provide connectivity to the Internet. The spectrum manager can be placed anywhere in 

the Internet and still be reachable. LTE network entities shown in the above figure 

include: 

eNodeB: Evolved Node B (eNodeB) serve as base stations for secondary users in their 

respective areas. The eNodeB is the end point for all radio related protocols. It lies in the 

air interface portion of LTE's infrastructure known as Evolved Universal Terrestrial 

Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN). The E-UTRAN is a mesh of eNodeBs connected to 

nearby eNodeBs. 

MME: the Mobility Management Entity (MME) serves as the control element in the LTE 

architecture. This can be a secure server located within the Evolved Packet Core 

Network (EPC). Some of its main functions include: authentication and security, 

tracking locations of users, and managing user profiles. 

S-GW: Serving Gateways (S-GW) is mainly used for IP tunnelling and switching it has 

very little role in any control functions. 

P-GW: the Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW) is the edge router between the LTE 

network and external networks such as the internet. This usually acts as the IP point of 

attachment for users. The P-GW typically allocates IP address to users which then use it 

to communicate with other IP hosts in external networks. 
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3GPP's LTE wireless communication standard [52] will be used in this thesis to 

demonstrate how our system model can be used as an overlay to an existing network 

architecture. Other wireless technologies may also be used to facilitate communication 

with the spectrum manager. 

E-UTRAN allows for high data rate, low latency radio access for wireless device with 

eNodeBs serving as base stations for secondary users in their respective areas. 

The S-GWs are multi-standard access points to the network. The S-GW and the MME 

together connect users to P-GW which provides connectivity to external networks such as 

the Internet. System Architecture Evolution (SAE) bearers, IP tunnelling, and IP 

connectivity from secondary users to the PDN gateway are taken care of by these two 

entities as shown in Fig.3.4 to provide end-to-end service to the internet. The PDN 

gateway operates a routing table that will allow IP routing via the Internet. This gateway 

will route IP packets to the correct eNodeBs that serve the respective user. The user can 

transmits IP packets to the eNodeB which will route them to the PDN gateway and then 

to the Internet 
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Figure 3.3: SIP Network 

Figure 3.3 shows an example of what the SIP network may look like. The network 

entities on this side include the following: 

SIP Proxy: Proxy servers are entities between the user and spectrum manager that act as 

both server and client for the purposes of making requests for other entities such as users 

or another proxy. The proxy's primary function is to route messages to another entity 

closer to the destination. Stateful proxies stay within the final transmission path for 

message signalling. Stateless proxies do not remain within the final path. They simply 

forward messages they receive 

SIP Redirect: This entity generates REDIRECT response messages to requests. This 

redirect messages tells preceding entity to try a different set of URIs. 
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Spectrum Manager: The spectrum manager is the destination server in our model. This 

server responds to NOTIFY and PUBLISH messages by users to provide the dynamic 

spectrum allocation services we want. 

The network assisted cognitive radio works over an LTE-SAE architecture in the same 

way that [53] proposed device-to-device communication as an underlay to LTE networks. 

After a successful session setup, a secondary user may communicate over the internet 

using IP. 

Once a session is setup, messages can be sent between the server and users for allocation 

of channels in the licensed bands. Users will keep the session active for the duration of 

use of the licensed bands in order to keep control and notify terminate of use when 

finished. 

3.1.2 Advantages of our Solution 

As described in chapter 2, there remain many challenges facing cognitive radio before 

they can be fully utilized. The issues facing cognitive radios and their networks include, 

but are not limited to: spectrum sensing and reliability of sensing data, scanning times 

and delay overheads, cooperative sensing complexity, the media access control protocol 

and overhead from data transmission, and handoff penalty to QoS for secondary users. 

In our method, we propose that primary users of the licensed band share their spectrum 

usage information with secondary users. This coordination between the two user types in 

the licensed band can yield all the information necessary in providing an accurate picture 

of the spectrum assuming there are no other unauthorized users. When both primary and 
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secondary users collaborate by sharing spectrum usage information, the need for 

spectrum sensing can be removed. This would solve the various problems associated 

with spectrum sensing. 

In traditional cooperative approaches, communication between different users is 

assumed. However, this may not be the case. Users of different wireless technologies or 

service providers within close proximity to each other do not necessarily have the means 

of cooperating with each other. Our proposal in using an application layer SIP protocol 

as the communication protocol between the spectrum server and users solves this 

dilemma. In this way, there is no need for users to communicate to each other; only to 

the spectrum manager. As long as both primary and secondary users support IP, they 

may communicate with the spectrum manager using SIP protocol without the need for 

hardware changes. 

By providing the spectrum manager with spectrum usage information from users, enough 

information is available to provide dynamic spectrum access to secondary users without 

the need for spectrum sensing as well as scanning. Since we remove the need for 

spectrum sensing, other issues related with spectrum sensing including robustness in low 

SNR, complexity, overhead, and device power are all removed. 

Secondary users may simply ask for the spectrum usage information from the spectrum 

manager to get an accurate up-to-date picture of their immediate spectrum surroundings 

or be informed when new opportunities arise. This removes the delay associated with 

scanning times which can be a real problem in wideband scenarios. 
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A trade off exists between the delays with spectrum scanning and the delays with 

message transmission. Depending on the amount of time it takes for message 

transmission versus spectrum scanning times, the results may represent better spectrum 

utilization. 

There already exists a trade off in traditional cognitive radio devices in spectrum 

scanning between scanning times and reliable detection. Better detection can be made 

with more time spent scanning. Given infinite time, the probability of false or missed 

detection can be made negligible. However, the cost incurred by delay prevents this from 

being feasible. 

By allowing primary users to share data with secondary users, we have a complete 

picture of the surrounding spectrum that is always accurate without the need for spectrum 

scanning or the costs they demand. The overall trade off between traditional cognitive 

radios and our method of implementation becomes the amount of delay incurred by 

messaging delays versus scanning delays and probability of false or missed detections by 

traditional methods. This is a clear advantage that supports our method. 

The concept of cooperative sensing is meant to improve reliability of spectrum sensing 

and user detection by aggregating results of multiple users into making decisions on 

channel access. 

The advantages of using cooperative sensing include better detection probability and 

lower scanning times. Users may use a centralized server to aggregate their spectrum 

sensing results which will make channel allocation decisions for them, or use a 

distributed network among participating users to share results. 
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A distributed network still faces many issues in development including disseminating 

information among users, increased traffic overhead due to large amounts of data 

transmission, and increased complexity of devices. 

A centralized approach using a server to poll results from users has the advantage of not 

needing overly complex devices and provides a more practical solution in the near term. 

However, it still requires the need for spectrum sensing from user devices and therefore 

still suffers from the effects of scanning delays and detection reliability while adding the 

need for information dissemination among users. 

Our approach is similar to the central server method in that it is used as a means of 

collecting information from its users, but since we assume that primary users share their 

data with this server with their own access networks, there is no need for the sensing part. 

Thus we eliminate the overhead of scanning delay and data transmission while providing 

a clear picture of the licensed spectrum without concern with detection reliability. 

This method in comparison with centralized cooperative sensing requires more 

responsibility on the part of the primary user. However, benefits gained from their help 

greatly outweigh the task they are required to perform. 

The spectrum is highly dynamic and requires very sensitive hardware to not only have 

high detection reliability, but also to provide this detection information in a timely 

manner so that it is up-to-date as possible and reduce down times of spectrum bands. The 

MAC provides the rules for channel access among secondary users. It is imperative that 

devices understand and operate under the same MAC in order to ensure a working 

environment. Development in this area is high. There are many new MAC protocols 
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being proposed that seek to solve problems related to dynamic channel allocation among 

a group of users. 

MAC protocols themselves are increasingly complicated as they attempt to set rules for 

cognitive radio use. These rules may pertain to channel allocation, spectrum scanning 

times, information dissemination and combination. They are important to ensure fairness 

among users, primary user protection, handling overhead, data transmission among users, 

while at the same time ensuring spectrum efficiency all in a dynamic environment. This 

lead to increased complexity also leads to unwanted overhead delay. 

Our method of using SIP application layer protocol has a much simpler design while still 

providing the necessary services that are required in our own model. By having a client-

server model, we eliminate the complexities associated with information dissemination 

among users that MAC protocols of traditional methods are required to handle. This 

removes a lot of overhead in data transmission between users. 

In addition to these changes, our approach also has the benefit of removing the delays 

associated with data transmission between users. Secondary users will only need to 

provide information to the server. Therefore, there is no need for direct communication 

among each other. 

The spectrum handoff scenario in cognitive radio must ensure that a pre-empted 

secondary user by a returning primary user maintains low latency while transitioning to 

another available channel. This can be quite difficult in traditional methods where 

spectrum scanning must first be done to find a channel. The delay caused by scanning 

can lead to higher latencies and reduce QoS that the user expects. Reserving several 
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bands explicitly for the handoff scenario is one solution to this problem, but also has the 

disadvantage of secondary users reserving too many bands. It also means these reserved 

channels cannot be used for other purposes. This reduces the efficiency of the overall 

spectrum. 

In our case, handoff is easily accomplished since the server will be notified upon the 

arrival of primary user. If they match the channel that is currently occupied by a 

secondary user, it can inform them of a returning primary user and suggest an alternative 

available channel. This is possible since the server has all the current user spectrum 

usage information. There is no need for the sensing or the scanning to find another 

channel. The only delay comes from the messaging that must be sent between the server 

and user. 

3.1.3 Disadvantages of our Solution 

Although there are many benefits discussed in the previous section, there still exist 

disadvantages to using our approach. Often times this may be tradeoffs of disadvantages 

that exist with traditional cognitive radio approaches. Other times, there exist new 

problems that need resolving. 

A major disadvantage that is covered in more detail in the next chapter is the addition of 

messaging delay. As mentioned previously, there exists a trade off between our 

messaging delays and traditional spectrum sensing. Although this delay may be low 

enough to consider it spectrally efficient, other methods in traditional cognitive radios 

approaches can achieve lower values. 
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Requiring a connection be established between a user and the spectrum manager can be 

seen as a disadvantage to this approach. Frame error rates can affect the connectivity 

between users and base stations. Messaging delays may become larger in worse 

conditions and negatively affect the efficiency. This is discussed in more detail in the 

next chapter. 

Another limitation is that all users in the coverage area must use this system for it to work 

at all. The spectrum manager must have complete knowledge of who is using the 

spectrum in order to manage it. If there are users who use channels and do not report 

their usage to the spectrum manager, collisions can be caused when the spectrum 

manager allocates channels. 

The security of the system is easily compromised. Rogue users can still use traditional 

cognitive radios. There is currently no way to enforce the use of this system and have 

users report their usage to the spectrum manager. This leads to the problem in the 

previous paragraph, where allocation of channels becomes impossible because there are 

cognitive radio users who do not report their usage. 

3.2 Messaging Model 

In this section we will provide a brief overview of the SEP protocol, the extensions that 

will be used, as well as the SIP messages that will be used in order to facilitate our 

communication needs. 
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3.2.1 SIP Overview 

Application Layer 

Transport Layer 

Network Layer 

Figure 3.4 Protocol Stack 

SIP is an application layer control protocol defined in [44] as an Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) standard SIP is used as a protocol for multimedia applications over IP-

based networks. SIP is also an evolving protocol with new applications such as presence 

being added into the existing protocol. SIP is flexible enough to support these new 

applications due to its forward-looking framework and XML-based encoding scheme. 

Figure 3.4 shows the protocol stack for our model. 

SIP is designed to provide the following functionality between two or more end points 

[45] [46], 

• Session initiation 

• Session management 

• Session termination 
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These operations are conducted using SIP messages transmitted between end points. 

Session initiation includes user discovery and requesting session initiation using an 

INVITE message. Once the user has successfully established a session, a media stream 

can directly be transmitted between the end points. Modifications can then be made by 

users regarding an existing session, such as modifying the QoS to meet their 

requirements. When transmission is finished, session termination will release the session 

using a BYE message. The SIP messages themselves are independent of the media being 

transmitted and uses other protocols for the transporting the actual media. SIP is based on 

a request/response model. The messages are sent between nodes as part of the protocol 

[47], The body of a SIP message includes a description of the session. SIP messages can 

be carried by User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 

[48]. When SIP runs over TCP as a transport protocol, the transport layer provides the 

reliable transmission of messages. When SIP is run over UDP, the responsibility of 

reliable delivery falls on the SIP. Both UDP and TCP have been used for SIP transport. 

SIP will be used as a mechanism to implement the spectrum allocation process across 

heterogeneous wireless networks. Specifically, we will use the SIP extensions of Event 

Notification Framework (ENF) as well as Event State Publication (ESP). We will show 

that the SIP ENF with minor modifications can support our proposal effectively. 

ESP is a framework for the publication of event information from an event publication 

agents to an event server using the PUBLISH message. The event server can then 

distribute this information to watchers. The distribution of event information is 

standardized in ENF, which is discussed in more. A spectrum manager with this function 

can collect all the information on channel usage from primary user and share this 
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information with secondary users so they will not be interfered with. All the information 

sent to the spectrum manager through the PUBLISH message can then be used to 

determine the remaining available channels. The collected information published from 

primary users as well as the information from SUBSCRIBE message of secondary users 

can be used to distribute channels. 

ENF is a framework to notify interested parties of information they have subscribed to 

and wish to be updated upon. It is a general infrastructure for all classes of SIP event 

subscriptions and notifications [49]. ENF consists of network entities, watcher and event 

states (ES). Event states are any information related to a resource. Watchers subscribe 

themselves to an ES it wishes to receive notification from under certain conditions. The 

ES will send notifications to the watcher when that event information is updated. ENF 

allows the watcher to request information from ES, which indicates the occurrence of 

certain events. We use ENF to subscribe for new channel allocation opportunities. 

3.2.2 Messaging Entities 

Event Server 
(Spectrum Manager) 

Watcher (Secondary User) Event Publication Agent (Primary U: 

Figure 3.5: ESP and ENF network entities 
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The model is designed for collecting information sent from primary users to the spectrum 

manager, as well as to allow secondary users to subscribe to this server for information 

that primary users provide. The proposed architecture is established based on ESP and 

ENF frameworks. Figure 3.5 gives a diagram of ESP and ENF networks entities and their 

relationship with each other. The definitions for the network entities are show below: 

Event Server: Collects the information sent from Event Publication Agents. The event 

server will also manage information and notifying the watcher about the requested event 

information through a NOTIFY messages. In our model, the spectrum manager will 

serve as the event server as well as the spectrum broker by using the information 

collected from primary users and then sending the NOTIFY message based on its 

decision. 

Event Publication Agent: A network entity that can send event information to the Event 

Server using the PUBLISH message when the event information needs updating. The 

primary users will be our event publication agent and provides event information on the 

channels they want to use using the PUBLISH message. 

Watcher: A network entity that subscribes to event information from the event server 

through SUBSCRIBE messages. Secondary users will fill the role of watcher in our 

model. Upon subscribing to the spectrum manager, they will be sent NOTIFY message 

when their request for channel has been secured. 
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3.2.3 Messages for Proposed Solution 

Using a centralized server to coordinate channel usage means the spectrum manager must 

have information on all channel usages. This means both primary users and secondary 

users must share information with the server before using channels. Users will 

communicate with the server using SIP messages. The following is a list of the SIP 

messages needed and their functions. 

The messages that we propose for our model include the SUBSCRIBE message, the 

PUBLISH message and the NOTIFY message that are defined by ENF and ESP. These 

messages give our secondary users (watchers) the ability to receive information on 

spectrum utilization without the need for constant requesting information with the 

spectrum manager (event server). By subscribing with the event server, we remove the 

need to constantly request information. Instead, the event server will contact the watcher 

when deemed necessary when new information from primary users (event publication 

agents) become available. This method is dramatically more efficient in terms of 

message signaling and fits perfectly within our goal of distributing channels among 

secondary users dynamically. The following describes our proposed messages in more 

detail. 

SUBSCRIBE: Gives our secondary users the ability to request notification of an event or 

set of events at a later time. SUBSCRIBE messages are created by a secondary users, and 

sent to the spectrum manager when they are requesting use of available channels. When 

a subscriber wishes to subscribe to a particular state for a resource, it forms a 

SUBSCRIBE message. This message request will be confirmed with a response. The 
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200-OK message response indicates that the subscription has been accepted, and a 

NOTIFY will be sent. A 200 message acknowledges authorization has been granted. 

Other responses such as 202 indicate an understood message that has not been authorized 

yet. 

The SUBSCRIBE message holds three pieces of information: Uniform Resource 

Identifier (URI) of the contacting spectrum manger, the event type to subscribe to, and 

the message body that can contain additional information. The URI will contain routing 

information to contact the server. The event will be the availability of unused white 

space in the licensed band. Additional information will contain a bid on the rate to pay, 

quantity of channels, and any more information deemed necessary. 

IETF specifies that SUBSCRIBE messages have expirations. When expire time is 

reached, they are automatically unsubscribed. Each SUBSCRIBE message contains an 

"Expire" header that will indicate the duration of the subscription. The 200-OK response 

will also contain "Expire" header to indicate to the user the subscription time that they 

have to re-subscribe. 

To terminate a subscription, users send a SUBSCRIBE message with "Expire" header 

value of 0. A NOTIFY will be sent with a "Subscription-State" header value of 

"terminated". 

PUBLISH: Allows our primary users to publish event information to the spectrum 

manager. The published information should include which channels they are about to 

start using. The PUBLISH message allows a user to create, modify, and remove state in 

another entity which manages this state on behalf of the user. Multiple users may publish 
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their own unique states. Then the state compositor can create a composite event state of 

the resource, i.e.: channel usage information composited to create an overall picture of 

the spectrum at the spectrum manager. 

An initial PUBLISH request is created by primary users and sent to the spectrum 

manager of the Request-URI header. This initial PUBLISH message contains a body 

with the published event state. It also may contain an "Expire" header field with 

suggested lifetime of the event state. If none is provided, the server can choose a 

suggested one. Publications will expire unless refreshed before its lifetime is exceeded. 

Modifying an already published event state is the same as creating an initial PUBLISH 

message, except the message contains a "SIP-If-Match" header field to match an already 

existing event state. Successful PUBLISH messages will be responded to with a 200 

response 

In order to remove an already published event state, primary users will send a PUBLISH 

message with "Expire" header value of 0 and no additional body. This is the same way 

subscribers in ENF terminate subscriptions. 

NOTIFY: An SDP method used by the spectrum manager to notify secondary users of 

new events, which has been requested by an earlier SUBSCRIBE method. The NOTIFY 

method contains information about the event which the watcher is interested in. 

The next chapter will discuss the analytical part of the delays, and channel efficiencies. 

We will quantify the delays our model will be dealing with. Chapter five will then 

present the results of our simulations compared with our analysis from chapter 4. 
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3.3 Auctioning Scheme 

To demonstrate how SIP can be used to create a channel allocation scheme, we provide 

an example by creating an auctioning mechanism that will grant access to unused 

channels to secondary users based on their bid. Many other channel allocation schemes 

can be considered based on other criteria. We choose to use auctioning as an example to 

show a well known channel allocation method that also integrates a billing plan that 

provides an incentive for primary users to share their usage information. 

By auctioning unused spectrum, primary users can make extra income with very little 

interference to their existing services. This motivates primary users to share their usage 

information with secondary users so that their benefits can be maximized. 

There are various auctioning mechanisms as discussed in [50]. They can be either sealed 

or open bids. Open auction needs to go through several rounds of bidding. It is not a good 

option for our proposal due to its increased delay. In a Sealed bid auction, only one 

round of bidding takes place and all bids are hidden from everyone else. This will be 

ideal for our purposes of having low overhead. The auctioning mechanism used for our 

proposed system includes a first-price sealed bid auction and a second-price sealed bid 

auction. 

A first-price sealed bid auction is a well understood and intuitive way auctions work. 

The highest bidder wins and pays the highest price. In the second-price sealed bid auction 

the highest bidder wins the channels they are bidding for, but pays the second highest 

price. In [50] discusses the advantages of second-price sealed bid auctions over a first-
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price sealed bid auction. In general, it gives bidders an incentive to bid truthfully on how 

much they value the channels. 

Amount paid in a multi-item second-price sealed bid auction is determined using the 

Vickrey Clarke Groves (VCG) mechanism [51]. Let B be the set of available channels; A 

is the set of bidders and VA
B the maximum total value achievable for all combinations of 

B and A. Bidder j pays an amount for channels i equal to: 

Vli - v£> (3.1) 

where Va.jb is the maximum total value achievable with bidder j removed and VnJ~' the 

value of the auction with bidder j's bid for channel i removed. Therefore, Eq. (3.0) gives 

the total amount that bidder j pays for winning channels /. 

Bids are included along with the number of channels requested within the subscribe 

message that the secondary users submits to the server. In the event that there are 

sufficient channels available for all users, they will be charged their bidding price. If 

insufficient channels are available, the VCG mechanism can be used to determine the 

winning bidders along with the price they pay. 

3.4 Criteria for Evaluation 

We consider a cognitive radio system where channels are available and two groups of 

users, secondary users and primary users are present. Primary users are given priority to 

use channels over secondary users. However, the primary user is not always occupying 
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channels, which leads to the underutilization in time. Secondary users may only use 

channels in the absence of the primary uses. 

In traditional cognitive radio sensing methods, to avoid interference with the primary 

user, secondary users must first detect the channel for signs of primary user before 

transmission. This process must be carried out periodically in case of returning primary 

users. Therefore, secondary users employ cycles of detection and transmission, when no 

primary users are present. This is the detection cycle as shown in Fig 5.1. 

Idle Channel Busy Channel -

Detection Transmission Detection Silent !-> 

Figure 3.6: Detection Cycle 

The duration of the detection cycle is decided by the primary user system. A detection 

cycle is divided among an amount of sampling symbols. Part of the sampling symbols is 

used for channel detection and the rest for transmission/silent. Let N be the number of 

sampling symbols and n be the number of symbols used for detection. The channel 

efficiency is then defined as the ratio of time spent detecting over the total idle time of 

the channel. 

channel efficiency = 1 ~~ ?FD) (3.2) 
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Where Pfd is the probability of false detection. There is a tradeoff between the symbols 

used for the detection versus the probability of false detection. While decreasing the 

symbols for detection may increase the number used for actual transmission, this 

degrades detection performance resulting in higher false detections. 

In our model, there is no need for the detection cycle or the possibility of false detection. 

Rather than time spent on detecting channels for signal presence, overhead comes in the 

form of message signaling delays from SIP messages. The tradeoff is then between this 

messaging delay in our model versus the detection time required in traditional cognitive 

radio methods. 

|< Idle Channel »|* Retuning Primacy User -»j 

Messaging Transmission Silent 

Figure 3.7: Working Model 

e o o 

Our definition of channel efficiency is the ratio of time the secondary user uses the 

channel for data transmission purposes over the total time. In our system model, the 

amount of time spent sending SIP messages for channel allocation between users directly 

affects the utilization. In our working model, a channel operates in two modes, either in 

use, or not in use. Secondary users may arrive to use the channel at any time. The time it 

takes to be granted permission to use that channel will be the message sequence delay for 

a particular scenario. It is important to know the message sequence delays for common 

scenarios in order to find out how much time the channel is being left idle due to this 

process. This will allow us to determine the ratio of time spent actively using channel for 

data transmission over the total time. 
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Our model of efficiency will be the ratio of time spent by secondary users on data 

transmission over the total time the user occupies. The total occupied time is the time 

between when a secondary user arrives looking for channels, to the time it is finished data 

transmission. Figure 3.7 gives a representation of efficiency. 

Transmission 
channel efficiency = — : :—:— (3.3) 

Messaging + Transmission 

A more complete description of how we quantify and model this is presented in the next 

chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Analysis and Simulation Evaluation 

In this chapter we describe the analysis of our proposed model. We first introduce the 

types of delays that are factors to consider and the assumptions that we make for our 

analysis. This chapter will also give equations for overall delay in certain common 

scenarios that we expect using the delay analysis we find here. 

There are several kinds of delays that may affect the overall performance of this system. 

These delays are affected by several different components as well as the sizes of 

messages that are being sent. Messages play an important role in determining the overall 

delay since the scenario that is occurring is based on the type of messages sent. The 

following discusses various potential delays and factors that can contribute to them as 

well as various message sizes. 

4.1 Delay Components 

Queuing: Queuing delays are experienced by messages at each network entity node that 

they traverse; starting from the source node, the user device, to each network entity along 

the way to the destination. When packets arrive faster than they can be processed, they 

will wait in a queue until they can be processed. 

1 
queuing = _ ̂  (4.1) 
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Where n is the service rate at the device, Xis the arrival rate of packets and /u>\ 

Processing: Processing delay is the time taken by routers to process packet headers. 

Depending on the type of processing being performed on packets and processer speeds, 

the amount of time needed for processing may be insignificantly small compared with 

other forms of network delay. 

Propagation: Propagation is the delay caused by the amount of time taken for the packet 

to physically traverse the medium to the destination. This is determined by the length of 

the medium as well as the propagation speed over the medium. 

d 
propagation = - (4.2) 

s 

Where d is the distance between the two points and s is the speed through the medium. 

Usually this is the speed of light or close to the speed of light. 

Transmission: Transmission delay occurs when placing packet bits onto the transfer link. 

The data-rate of the link and size of the packet determines transmission delay. In our 

analysis, we calculate the delay over TCP using the transmission and propagation delays. 

b 
transmission = - (4.3) 

r 

Where b is the number of bits within the packet and r is the transmission rate. 

These are the typical packet transfer delays introduced by using SIP message signalling 

as opposed to spectrum scanning. Factors that determine these values may include server 

processing power, length of queue, and network throughput. 
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SIP messages requests and responses, are the basic unit of SIP communication. At 

minimum, messages contain the following fields: 1) Start Line 2) At least one header 3) 

empty line 4) body (may be empty). Messages sizes can range widely depending on the 

number of headers, body content, and length of URI. Table 4.1 gives the typical sizes of 

SIP messages including overhead and the amount of frames they take up. The number of 

frames is determined by the message size, the duration of a frame, and the channel 

capacity. 

For our delay analysis, we are interested in finding the delay at certain parts of the 

transmission path that we expect our messages travel. This includes delays at different 

nodes as well as delays for the different network along the path. These networks include 

the LTE access network and the outside network that the SIP proxy servers and spectrum 

manager resides in. The summation of the individual delay components will give us an 

overall delay expected from our solution. Figure 4.1 gives an overall picture of the 

delays along the transmission path that we expect to encounter. The following 

subsections will derive the expressions for each part of the delay. 

Table 4.1; SIP Message Sizes 

Message 
Size (bytes) 

Payload Size Message 
(bytes) 

r - t i . "  

TCP SYN/ACK 74 

# Frames 
(9.< 

*• «r k. \ Lr 

' ' i.  • :  

SUBSCRIBE 

SIP NOTIFY 

609 

6 

30 

'.i - -Ttffc 

758 37 

# Frames 
(19.2Kbps) 

16 

# Frames 
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4.1.1 Access Network 

Access Network Delays include the transmission delay (both uplink and downlink), the 

queuing/processing delay of network entities, and retransmission. The number of frames 

depends on packet sizes, link capacity, and frame length. One way transmission through 

the access network depends on the number of frames, the inter-frame time, and 

propagation delay End-to-End TCP delay from the user to the first SIP proxy would 

include this transmission delay, and queuing/processing delays at each network entity 

along the path. 

Table 4.2: LTE component delays [571 

Delay Component | Delay Value (ms) 

eNodeB delay estimate Q" 2 

III m 

We first examine delay in the air link between users and the eNodeB. This delay depends 

on the message size, link capacity, frame length, interframe time and propagation delay 

of the message across the radio link. 

The radio link delay for a message with k/ frames and the reply with k2 would thus be: 

R = D + (&! — 1)T and T" = D + (Jk2 — 1)T respectively 

Where D is the frame propagation delay over the access network for the message, ki and 

is the number of frames for the message and its response and r is the inter-frame time. 
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Another component of the access network includes the delay caused by 

queuing/processing at the user node. If we assume that user equipment are sufficiently 

powerful that processing delays are marginal compared with queuing, we can focus on 

queuing model for our delay analysis. An M/M/l queuing model is used for our analysis 

since we assume packets are served single and sequentially, messages arrivals are 

Poisson distributed, and service times are exponential. The queuing delay at the user 

node will be: 

Where fir is the service rate and \ is the arrival rate of messages both at the secondary 

user node. 

Other delays within the access network include the queuing/processing delays at the 

eNodeB, and the EPC which includes the S-GW and P-GW. Table 4.2 gives delay values 

for these other components in the LTE architecture. Altogether, the one-way delay for 

the LTE access network is: T' + Q' + Q" + U 

4.1.2 First TCP Connection 

For our analysis, we plan to use TCP as our transport protocol. Retransmission will be 

handled at this layer with SIP retransmission disabled. Using TCP as the transport 

protocol introduces some additional delay due to the handshake of TCP during 

connection establishment and possible buffering in the TCP stack. TCP protocol runs 

between SIP network entities. The first one runs between the user and first SIP proxy 
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and subsequent TCP connections exist between SIP proxies until reaching the destination 

spectrum manager. 

TCP prioritizes reliability over low latency. Higher latencies may be acceptable under 

our circumstances, since they are not used for a real time application such as VoIP. If we 

assume that the underlying network is LTE based in an all IP network with E-UTRAN as 

the air interface for mobile devices, SIP messages transported over TCP can be sent 

anywhere in the internet. SIP messages are relatively small and several hundred bytes are 

the maximum they usually become [47]. E-UTRAN can provide broadband access to 

mobile devices making messaging more feasible. 

We start by looking at delay of the first TCP connection. This will include the delay 

caused by the access network and any delay caused by the Internet. The one-way delay 

from user to the first SIP proxy server with no retransmissions is: 

A' = U + V + Q' + Q" + / (4.5) 

And the one-way delay for SIP proxy to user with no retransmissions is: 

A" = U + T" + Q' + Q" + I (4.6) 

Where / is the delay caused by transmission and routing from the edge of the EPC to the 

first SIP proxy server. 

We assume that the SIP proxy servers serve dedicated tasks in SIP message routing and 

do not perform other functions. They follow general Poisson message arrivals and loads 

containing only SIP messages. 
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7'P = — 
A,U - Ps) 

(4.7) 

Where ps  is the SEP message load and \ arrival rate at the SIP proxy server with As > Ar. 

The round trip time for a successful transaction includes the message sent to the first SIP 

proxy as well as the acknowledgement sent back to the user. Messages pass through the 

Internet and access network twice on their way to their destinations: 

The TCP transport protocol will retransmit lost frames or frames with errors. 

Retransmission leads to additional overhead in terms of delay and is one factor that must 

also be accounted for. Since the round trip time is the expected amount of time to receive 

a response, we will use this as our initial retransmission timer round trip time = 

rr( 1) . For message retransmission purposes, we will consider an adaptive 

retransmission timer. The back off timer after the zth transmission doubles after each 

retransmission. 

Retransmission may occur if frames are in error. Let p be the probability of frame error 

(FER) in the air link. If we assume that a message sent has ki frames and the subsequent 

response has k2 frames, then, q, the probability of retransmission is calculated in [54] as: 

round trip time = A' + A" + Tp (4.8) 

rr(t) = 21"1 • rr( i) (4.9) 

q = 1 — ((1 — p) fci+fc2) (4.10) 
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We are interested in finding the average delay for a successful transmission given the 

number of frames within the message, and the maximum number of retransmission 

allowed. 

Let us first consider the case of a successful transaction. There is no retransmission and 

the expected delay should be the time for a message sent from a user to the first SIP 

proxy server. Thus we have: (1 — q)(A') the probability of successful transmission and 

the expected delay. 

The second scenario to consider is that the first transmission fails and the subsequent 

retransmission is successful. The expected delay is thus the retransmission timer expiring 

plus the successful transmission. We then have:(l - q)q(Tr( 1) + A'). 

The next scenario has the first transmission and retransmission failing and the second 

retransmission successful. Thus the delay is equal to the first retransmission timer 

expiring Tr(l), the second retransmission timer expiring 2Tr(l) plus the successful 

transmission:(l — q)q2(3Tr(l) + A'). 

These scenarios continue until the last retransmission attempted is successful where M is 

the maximum number of retransmissions: (1 — q)qM • ((2M_1 — l)r r(l) + A'). 

Altogether, the average delay for a successful TCP transmission between the user and the 

first SIP proxy server is: 

= rrpr K1 - 'X-4 ') + C1 - fWW + *') + a - •rii'erw + A') +... 
A H 

+ (1 - q)qM • ((2M_1 - l)rr(l) + A')] 
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This simplifies to the expression: 

(1 — g)(l — (2g)M 

+ (4.11) 

4.1.3 Other TCP connections 

Subsequent TCP connections exist between the first SIP proxy server and the next SIP 

proxy server that is closer to the spectrum manager. To simplify our calculations, we 

assume that proxy servers have the same queuing delays as well as the same loads and 

arrival rates. 

Delays to consider include the queuing/processing delay at the first SIP proxy server, and 

the average delay for transmission between the first SIP proxy and the second SIP proxy. 

For simplification purposes we will assume the transmission from SIP proxy to the next 

SIP proxy are the same as the one from the access network to the first SIP proxy. The 

one-way delay for this component with no retransmissions is: B = Tp + / and the round 

trip time for this component that we will use as our initial retransmission timer for this 

component of the delay is: Tx( 1) = Tp + 21. If we assume L is the probability of packet 

loss between two SIP proxies, the average delay would be calculated in a similar way as 

before: 

(1 — L)(l — (2L)M 

r '  =  8 - r " ) t d - l . » K i -2Vp(1) <412> 

The last part TCP connection exists between the last SIP proxy and the spectrum 

manager. The spectrum manager may not be dedicated services and have non SIP 

message loads. We consider an M/G/l non-preemptive priority queue with messages that 
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have higher priority than SIP messages. Let po be the load with higher priority. The load 

is based on the arrival rate as well as the mean service time X0  = Thus, the traffic 
t*0 

for non-SIP and SIP messages is p0 = A0X0  and ps = ASXS  respectively with total traffic 

=  A 0 * 0  + A S X S .  

Let R be the mean residual service time for jobs currently being served when an arrival of 

any priority occurs. R = ̂  (A0Xq + )• 

We are interested in the mean waiting times in the queue for jobs of SEP priority. Let Jo 

and Js be the number of jobs waiting in the queue for non-SBP and SEP messages 

respectively. Then, the mean waiting times in the queue for higher priority non SIP 

messages is T° = R + X0JQ which simplifies to T° = 
(i-Po) 

For SIP messages Tm = R + X0J0  + XJS  + X0X0T° which leads toTm = 
(l-p0)(l-Po-Ps) 

Thus, the average queuing delay at the spectrum manager for SEP messages would be: 

R 
rm = (A 131 

( l -Po) ( l -Po-Ps)  K  }  

Where 7™ is the queuing delays at the spectrum manager for SIP priority messages. The 

value of R, given a 5 percent standard deviation of the service rate mean, is calculated in 

[54] to be R = 0.501 [PO2+PS2]- For simplification purposes we assume the loads of both 

SIP and non-SIP messages are the same. 
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The delay from the last SEP proxy to the spectrum manager is calculated the same as 

b e f o r e  e x c e p t  t h e  q u e u i n g  d e l a y  f r o m  t h e  S I P  n o d e  i s  T m  i n s t e a d  o f  T p .  C  =  T m  +  I  

r . - c - r ' ( D + Q - 'S a-zo^ 'd )  ( 4 1 4 )  

4.1.4 Overall Delay 

The overall delay caused by messages is the sum of delays incurred by the access 

network, the internet, SIP proxy nodes, and spectrum manager. 

T = 7\ + T2  + T3  (4.15) 

4.2 Message Flows 

The allocation of channels is handled by the spectrum manager. There are various events 

that may trigger the allocation/reallocation of channels. These include the cases when a 

primary or secondary user arrives and when primary or secondary user departs as well as 

further requests made by users while already using channels. The server will maintain 

two lists. The user list identifies the users which currently occupy a channel or channels. 

The subscription list identifies those users who are waiting for channels. The following 

section will give a description of message exchange in each scenario as well as the 

expected delay using the equations established in the previous section 
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4.2.1 Secondary User Arrival 

Upon arrival, secondary users who are interested in using channels will first send a 

SUBSCRIBE message to the server. This message contains information on the number 

of channels requested as well as their bid. A successfully sent message will be responded 

to with a 2OO-OK message. The 2OO-OK message is used to confirm reception of the 

previous message and acknowledge that it has been authorized. 

There are two potential scenarios upon receipt of the SUBSCRIBE message. When 

enough channels are available to accommodate the user, the server will send the NOTIFY 

message to the user after the 2OO-OK message and use its bid price as the winning bid. A 

successfully sent NOTIFY message will be responded to with a 2OO-OK message from 

the user. This message will confirm the user's choice in using the channel. The user 

will then be added to the user list. If no response is received when the subscription 

expires, the server will assume the current contacted user has left. Figure 4.2 shows the 

message sequencing chart of this scenario. 
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Figure 4.2: Secondary User Arrival and Notification 

In this figure, the message flow is shown as it moves from one network entity to the next. 

The expected delays are highlighted along the transmission path that each message is 

expected to take in the LTE network. Each entity has a queuing/processing delay upon 

message arrival. Messages also experience transmission delay as they are being 

transmitted. From the user to the destination spectrum manager, messages traverse the 

different entities. This results in some further delay before it reaches the spectrum 

manager. The following scenarios assumes that messages originating and destined for 
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the secondary user follows this path and will be omitted for diagram simplification 

purposes. 

Using the above equations, the analysis for the secondary user arrival scenario would 

include the TCP setup handshake, subscribe, and notify messages is sent through the 

access network and the SIP network to the spectrum manager. Therefore, the average 

delay with SUBSCRIBE, OK, and NOTIFY would be: 

There is a possibility that SIP messages are lost during transmission. This may lead to 

increased delays. There is also a possibility that the message retransmissions are all 

unsuccessful and thus the message is not sent. In such a scenario, this may lead to 

unnecessary downtime of a channel or worse a collision between users. 

The first scenario may occur if the there are channels available, but the SIP message 

granting access to channels is not received by the user. In this case, the time spent on 

retransmission is wasted and the user does not gain permission. The event manager may 

choose the next user in the waiting list. This may happen during the secondary user 

arrival scenario. 

The probability of this scenario happening would be the probability of message 

transmission failing. Assuming SEP messages are transmitted seven times before they 

stop, the probability of transmission fail, PF, would be. 

TA  = 3 • 7\ + 3 • T2  + 3 • T3  (4.16) 

(4.17) 
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Where q was previously defined as the probability of retransmission. With a 

retransmission probability of 30% which is already quite high, the probability that all 

retransmissions fail is still quite low (0.021%). 

With message delay times of (2M_1 - l)Tr(l) + A' under poor conditions of low 

transmission rate 9.6Kbps and large message size 758 bytes; the delay would be around 

22 seconds after 7 message transmission attempts before giving up. The average delay 

under this scenario would be several hundred microseconds to milliseconds in scale. 

4.2.2 Insufficient Channels 

When there are insufficient channels available, the user will be added to the subscription 

list until contacted by the server. The secondary user will need to compete with other 

users through the auctioning mechanism when new channels become available. Users 

that are waiting can change their bids and number of channel requests at any time by 

sending another SUBSCRIBE message. In the event that a user sends a new message and 

is notified of a winning bid with its old SUBSCRIBE message, they will be given the 

choice to accept or decline the offer. Figure 4.3 shows the message sequencing that 

occurs when there are insufficient channels available for a secondary user and must wait 

for more channels to become available. 
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Figure 4 J: Secondary User Wait when no channels available 

The secondary user may begin using channels after it receives the SEP-NOTIFY message. 

It is assumed that this connection will stay for all other transactions until the user chooses 

to terminate it. 

In this scenario, the overall delay will be similar to the previous one except the delay 

must also take into account the amount of time a user is spent waiting as well as the delay 

that other users incurs for informing termination of their session. 

From the point of view of the overall channel, the time spent unused due to messaging 

would only include the time spent sending the ith message containing the termination 

message and the subsequent NOTIFY message sent to the waiting secondary user. 
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T B  = 2 - T 1  +  2 - T 2 + 2 ' T 3  (4.18) 

A transmission failure under this scenario is the same as the previous case. However, 

since all channels are full, it does not reduce channel utilization since all channels are 

occupied. From the spectrum manager point of view, there is no downtime wasted. 

4.2.3 Primary User Arrival 

A primary user that arrives will send a PUBLISH message to the server to notify the 

server of its intention to start using channels. The PUBLISH message contains 

information in the body on the number of channels as well as which specific channels it 

will use. Primary users may begin using channels immediately after sending the initial 

PUBLISH message. It does not need to wait for the 2OO-OK reply. In the case that a 

secondary user is incumbent in a requested channel, it will be forced to leave. This is to 

provide further protection for primary users which the system should be as transparent as 

possible. 

In the scenario where a secondary user is incumbent, the server will send a NOTIFY 

message to the incumbent user in order to inform them of a primary user arrival on their 

channel. The secondary user may also have detected increased interference. Secondary 

users who detect increased interference in the physical layer before receiving NOTIFY 

message from the server will stop transmission and wait for confirmation from the 

NOTIFY message of primary user arrival. Upon receiving the NOTIFY message, the 

preempted secondary will send a 2OO-OK message to confirm yielding the channel to the 
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primary user. This scenario is shown in Fig 4.4. Primary users are assumed to have 

internet access through their own access networks. This may or may not be the same 

LTE network that secondary users use. Network entities between the primary user and 

spectrum manager may be very diverse depending on what kind of network they are 

using. We have omitted them for simplification purposes. If still interested, the 

secondary user can re-subscribe and compete for the next available channel. It can also 

choose to end the subscription by sending a terminating SUBSCRIBE message. 

Secondary User 

Secondary User 
Using Channel < 

Spectrum Manager 

SIP-SUBSCRIBE 

2QO-OK 
1 

SIP-NOTIFY __ _j 

SIP-NOTIFY 

2QO-OK 

Primary User 

SIP-PUBLISH [initial] 

200-QK 

SIP-PUBLISH terminate 

200-QK 

Primary User Using 
Channel 

Figure 4.4: Primary User Arrival pre-empts Secondary User 

The arrival of a primary user experiences similar delays to the one for secondary users. 

A TCP session is setup first between the primary user and the spectrum manger. The 
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PUBLISH message is sent to the spectrum manager, but the primary user does not need 

to wait for any NOTIFY message before it begins using the specified channels. It may 

start using channels when finish sending the PUBLISH message. 

The delays that are factors in this scenario include the transmission delay over TCP for 

the dialog setup as well as transmission of PUBLISH message, the queuing delay of 

primary user, spectrum manager, and any intermediate network entities. 

The equation for delay is the same as the scenario of arriving secondary users. Changes 

to the variables of number of messages, number of network entities, and queuing and 

transmission delays may be different. 

Since the primary user does not wait for response, there exists a time between when the 

primary user starts using channel to the time that secondary leaves that is being wasted. 

Since both users are being denied channel usage due to interference during this time 

period, the amount of channel usage time being wasted is doubled. 

The probability of this scenario occurring must take into account the probability that an 

arriving user chooses a channel that is currently occupied. Assuming high channel usage, 

say 90%, and with 40 available channels, the probability of this scenario occurring would 

be 0.940 = 0.01478 or 1.48% 

If the conditions for transmission are the same as the previous scenario, the delay would 

be the same for each user and the time lost is doubled. However, since the probability of 

this scenario happening are quite low, the overall delay this would cause is still between 

several hundred microseconds to millisecond range. 
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4.2.4 User Departures 

When users of either user type finish using a channel, they will end by sending a 

terminating SUBSCRIBE or PUBLISH message respectively to the server. The server 

that receives the termination message will remove the user from the users list and send a 

2OO-OK message back to the user to confirm that they have been removed. The newly 

available channels will then be assigned to the next winning bidder. 

Secondary User(s) Spectrum Manager 

SIP-SUBSCRIBE 

200-QK 

Notify winning bidder 1 ' 

«*• i 

Notify winning bidder n | 

! 

Primary User 

SIP-PUBLISH [initial] 

200-QK 

SIP-PUBLISH [terminate! 

200-QK 

Figure 4.5: Notifying multiple secondary users 
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Several different scenarios can occur when a user departs from a channel. If not enough 

channels are available to accommodate the number of channels requested by any users in 

the subscription list, they will continue to wait until enough channels become available. 

If one or more secondary users can be accommodated, the server will go through the 

auctioning mechanism to determine the winners and then notify the winners as. If there 

are enough channels for all the waiting users, all users will be granted the amount they 

requested. Fig 4.5 shows notification of multiple secondary users. 

If enough channels are available to accommodate multiple users, the server can optimize 

it based on a number of different criteria. In our case, we demonstrate how to maximize 

revenue gains based on the information secondary users give to the server with their bid 

price and number of channels requested. This gives a combination optimization problem 

based on the unbounded knapsack problem to solve. An approximation to the optimal 

solution can be calculated by selecting the winners to be users with the highest price to 

channels requested ratio until no more users can be accommodated. 

The delay for departing users would include the time to transmit the termination message 

to the spectrum manager as well as the time it takes for the spectrum manager to send 

NOTIFY to secondary users. This is the same delay as equation 4.17. 

In the event that the terminate message from the user is not received by the spectrum 

manager, there will be time wasted from channels that are being allocated to users that 

have stopped using them. Again, the probability for message transmission failure will be 

the same as the secondary user arrival scenario. After a period of time the users 

subscription will eventually time out as described in section 4.2.6. 
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4.2.5 Spectrum Handoff 

When an incumbent secondary user is pre-empted due to the arrival of a primary user, the 

server has the capability of assisting a secondary user in finding additional free channels 

that meet its requirements. There are two scenarios that can take place. Either there are 

sufficient channels and handoff can occur, or there is none available and the secondary 

user will need to re-subscribe and wait for channels to become available. 

In the scenario where there are not enough additional channels to accommodate them, a 

pre-empted secondary user may re-subscribe and wait for channels to become available 

or terminate the subscription with the server. A terminated subscription is done using a 

SUBSCRIBE message with "Expire" header value of 0. If a secondary user wishes to re-

subscribe and wait for channels, they will send a SUBSCRIBE message the same way a 

new secondary user initializes dialog with the server. 
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When there are enough channels available to perform a handoff scenario, the NOTIFY 

message that the server sends to pre-empted secondary user will contain information on 

the available channels. This is the same as when their initial SUBSCRIBE message gets 

notified except it also confirms the arrival of the primary user. They may then choose to 

either accept or reject the handoff. 

In the spectrum handoff scenario, an incumbent secondary user is forced to leave due to 

the arrival of a primary user on the same channel and subsequent NOTIFY of handoff 

channels available. This scenario is shown in Figure 4.6. The arrival of a primary user is 

the same as before with some additional messaging. The delay to consider is the time 
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between the primary user sending the PUBLISH message until the time that the 

secondary user receives the NOTIFY message from the spectrum manager. 

Similar to the previous scenario where secondary users are waiting, we are interested in 

the ith TCP segment that contains the PUBLISH message from the primary user and the 

z'th TCP segment that contains the NOTIFY message sent to the incumbent secondary 

user by the spectrum manager for finding the average transmission delays over TCP. The 

delays experienced include: 

TCP transmission delay of PUBLISH message, TCP transmission delay of NOTIFY 

message. Since the access network for primary user may be wildly different, we will 

assume that they use the same LTE network as secondary users in order to simplify our 

analysis. 

The overall delay in this scenario would be the same as the one stated in equation 4.18 

Transmission failure is a possibility in this scenario. This may happen when a primary 

user arrives on the same channel that a secondary user is currently occupying. Failure to 

receive the NOTIFY message from the event server would mean a collision between the 

two users. The amount of time lost due to message transmission failure in this scenario is 

compounded by the time each user loses that could have been used for useful 

transmission. Assuming that a successful handoff would have allowed the secondary 

user to migrate over to an unused channel, a failure here would lead to time lost by the 

primary user on the incumbent channel and the time lost by the secondary user on the 

new channel. 
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The probability of this happening is the same as the one in the primary user arrival 

scenario. The handoff is a special case of the primary user arrival event. 

4.2.6 Subscription Timeout 

In the event that a secondary user looses connection with the server, the subscription with 

them will eventually time out. In this scenario, the secondary user who loses connection 

with the server will stop channel usage when their subscription expires. The server will 

then re-allocate channels the same as when the secondary user is finished using channels 

and terminates their subscription. Secondary users who wish to continue using channels 

will need to successfully re-subscribe. Figure 4.7 shows the message flow for this 

scenario. 

The delay to consider here only includes the NOTIFY message being sent from the 

spectrum manager to the waiting secondary user. Since there is no message being sent 

from the expiring subscription, only the one-way NOTIFY message is factored. 

TC  = TX  + T2  + T3  (4.19) 
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Figure 4.7: Subscription Timeout 

4.2.7 User Mobility 

In a mobile user scenario, users must always keep their TCP connection alive. That 

means they must stay within the coverage area of their respective base stations. In the 

event that they move out of the coverage area, a handoff scenario that passes the TCP 

connection seamlessly to the adjacent base station that covers the new cell that the user 

moves into must be accomplished. This may be done the same way that existing LTE 

user devices switch between different eNodeB's when they move from their coverage 

area to the next [58]. 
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In the event that the TCP connection is broken due to mobility, the user must stop using 

the channel and re-establish connection with the event manager before they can start 

using channels again. The event manager will assume this and reallocate channels to 

waiting users. This may mean that they need to go through the processes of messaging 

again before they are granted permission to use channels. 

This approach requires that all users have connectivity with the event server to work. In 

the event that there is no coverage for a certain area the mobile secondary user has moved 

into, there can be no guarantee to the availability of spectrum as the event manager has 

no information and cannot service that area. In this situation, the secondary user must 

rely on traditional cognitive radio sensing methods to find available spectrum. 

4.3 Channel Efficiency Analysis 

In order to find the efficiency of channel usage using this model we have first determined 

the delay associated with each scenario. Arriving users must experience a delay 

associated with messaging according to scenarios established in section 4.3 of this 

chapter. 

The usage of channels by arriving and departing users can be modeled as an M/M/C 

queue. Where the channels act as servers, arrival rates are arrival rates of users, and 

service rates are the reverse of the average time spent using channels. 

Equations used for the calculation of probabilities for M/M/C model [55] are the 

following: 
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The utilization factor, p, is calculated as: 

Ps ~ 
CUs 

(4.20) 

The probability that all channels are available is: 

Po 

c-i (k) 

rJ 
71=0 

n! 
+ fh)c (-) ( c ŝ ) 

<HS) \c!/ \cHs — As) 
(4.21) 

And the probability that no channels are available is: 

P, = 
(cps)cP0 

c! ( l -p s )  
(4.22) 

Where: 

• X is the arrival rate at spectrum manager 

• Us is the service rate of users who are using channels 

• c is the total number of channels 

We are interested in finding the ratio of time spent utilizing the channels constructively 

versus the total amount of time spent in both obtaining permission for the channel as well 

as the actual amount of time spent using them. This will allow us to see what amount of 

efficiency is given up due to losses associated with the messaging delays. 

Let T* be the delay calculated in (4.16) of secondary user arrival, Is be the delay 

calculated in (4.18) when channels are unavailable upon secondary user arrival, the total 

number of channels c, and (1-Pz.) be the probability that at least one channel is available. 
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The average amount of time spent messaging depends on the scenario. Let us assume 

that the only messaging delays occur during secondary user subscription. There are two 

scenario to consider here: 

1) No channels available. Any arriving secondary users must wait. Assuming that 

these users wait an unlimited amount of time, they will eventually access a 

channel with a delay associated with 4.2.2 User Departure scenario 

2) Channels are available and they may start using channels once the messaging 

phase has been completed. They experience delay associated with scenario 4.2.1 

Secondary user arrival scenario 

The average delay exhibited by these two scenarios would include the probability that no 

channels are available and the delay that scenario represents (PL)TB and the probability 

that channels are available and the delay that scenario represents (1 — PL)TA. The 

amount of time spent using the channel is the service time at the spectrum manager —. 

The amount of time spent using channels including the delays would be (PL)TB  + 

( 1  - P L ) T A + ±  
f*S 

Channel efficiency is calculated to be the long-run average time spent using channels by 

a user (service time) over the total time spent messaging and using a channel including all 

delays. 

Ms-1 

— (4.23) 
( P l ) T b  +  ( 1 - P L) T a + ± -
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The service rate that the users use channels at is bounded by the arrival rate of users as 

well as the total number of available channels. The utilization factor, p, cannot exceed 

one or else the queue is no longer in statistical equilibrium. The requirement to stay in a 

steady state environment is that c > XJpL. 

Using the analysis we have discussed in this chapter, we will now perform our simulation 

and compare them with our analytical results derived here. This will include the delays 

experienced in each scenario as well as the channel efficiency under different 

circumstances. 

4.4 Motivation for Testing 

Cognitive Radios are envisioned to provide access to unused parts of the licensed 

spectrums. The goal is spectrum efficiency. Maximizing the utilization of spectrum is of 

high importance to meet this goal. Our main concern is that the overhead associated with 

SIP message signaling will negatively impact the spectrum utilization. This is due to the 

fact that delays discussed in the previous chapter will contribute to the overhead. There 

is the possibility that in some scenarios the delay associated with this system would be 

considered inefficient with respect to channel utilization. 

We are interested in determining the overhead associated with message delays and how 

they contribute to channel utilization. Additionally, we look at user behavior in several 

scenarios that will allow us to determine which cases our system is better suited for. We 

also provide results for the gains that can be accomplished using our auctioning 
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mechanisms to give tangible incentive to licensed users to share information with this 

system. 

The remainder of this chapter will provide an overview of the simulation model. The 

simulation process, results pertaining to the delay in several scenarios, channel efficiency, 

as well as auctioning gains. 

4.5 Simulation Model 

Simulation results were obtained using OPNET Modeler. OPNET provides us with the 

tools needed to build our system model in a trusted simulation environment. At the Node 

level, we create three distinct nodes that will represent our entities of spectrum manager, 

primary users, and secondary users. 

Spectrum Manager: This node receives incoming packets and process them based on 

the type of SIP message they contain. Events that trigger an action from the spectrum 

manager are all based on receiving packets. The server maintains three lists, one that 

tracks the subscribers, one for the primary users currently using channels, and another for 

primary users. The subscriber list acts as the waiting queue when there are not enough 

channels to service a particular secondary user. This list contains the users ID, the 

number of channels they request, as well as their bid. The other lists contain information 

on the channels they are using for their respective user types. 

Secondary User: The secondary user node will generate Subscribe packets according to 

a Poisson distribution. The average can be adjusted. Generated subscribe packets are 
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given a random unique number that will serve as its ID, a random number between 0 and 

1 following uniform distribution to be their bid, and number for the amount of channels 

requested. A list will keep track of the IDs used and times they successfully started using 

channels. A timer will determine when a particular ID will send a terminate packet and 

leave based on Exponential distribution with average configurable. 

Primary User: Primary user node behaves similar to the secondary user one. Instead of 

Subscribe packets, it will generate Publish packets. The Publish packet contains 

information on user ID, and the channels they are planning on using. Primary users do 

not need further permission to use channels. They are assumed to begin after publishing 

this information. 

Network Entities: The number of network entities stationed between users and spectrum 

management servers may vary depending upon the scenario. In our case, we combine the 

entities of the access network together into one component. SEP proxies are setup so that 

the transmission path is always the same. Messages arriving at these nodes experience a 

queuing delay before moving forward. 

Figure 4.8 shows the simulated entities at the node level. Both primary and secondary 

user nodes act as sources of unlimited users with fixed arrival rates following Poisson 

distributions. 

Link properties including errors, collision, and delay can be configured. The server can 

also be setup within a different subnet that is reachable over an IP cloud to simulate the 

spectrum manager being located in the internet. In this scenario, the LTE E-UTRAN 

interface is located at one subnet while the server is placed in another. 
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Secondary and primary users are connected to a router which will serve as the access 

network while the other SIP proxies forward packets to their intended destinations. The 

spectrum manager is located at the opposite end of the network from the two user types. 

Assumptions used in the analytical estimates and simulation include the following 

parameters. 

• We assume enough channels are available for the new secondary user and they 

will not need to wait due to channel unavailability. In the messaging delay part of 

the analysis, there will be no delays due to channel unavailability when new 

secondary users subscribe. We first examine the effects of delays and later apply 

additional waiting delays to our simulation on channel efficiency. 

• With a fast enough processor speeds, background processes at the server are 

assumed negligibly small compared to the other delays experienced. Since the 

only load on the server of significance is SIP messages being served, we use an 

M/M/l queuing model to determine the queuing/processing delay at the 

destination node. This assumption leads to lower overall delays. If these 

assumptions are not true, and there are other non-SIP messages also being 

serviced, or processing times are large, the additional delay will be compounded 

by the number of messages sent. 

• The number of network entities between the user and the edge of the LTE 

network and the internet include: the access network, the SIP network itself 

contains a variable number of SIP proxy servers between the access network and 

the spectrum manager. 
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Messages arriving at the spectrum manager may have other Non-SIP messages 

with higher priorities. Thus, we use a non-preemptive M/G/l queuing model as 

discussed in section 4.1.3 at this node. 

Service rate at the proxy servers and the spectrum manager are the same to 

simplify calculations. Service time values are varied along with the message 

arrival rates in order to change server load. 

Frame duration and interframe time are set as per LTE standards. Frame duration 

has frames, D, at 10ms. Interframe times, r, have values of 10ms. 

Channel capacity affects the overall delay of messages. We give results for 

varying channel capacities including those from lower values to others that are 

considered broadband wireless. 

Delays caused by internet traffic are hard to predict. They may depend on a large 

number of factors including number of forwards, congestion, etc. In our analysis, 

we use a constant value for our internet delay to simplify calculations. Internet 

delay, I, compounds with the number of messages sent between users and the 

spectrum manager as well as the number of proxies between them. For our 

simulation we use a constant value of 100ms for simplification purposes. A larger 

or smaller internet delay changes the overall delay linearly with respect to the 

number of messages. 
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Figure 4.8: Simulation Entities 

Results for messaging delays and overall delays for the secondary user arrival scenario 

are collected at each user node. Counters begin upon sending of SUBSCRIBE message 

and end when the expected reply is received. 

Results for primary user arrival scenario are collected at the primary user node. Counters 

begin when the PUBLISH message is sent and end when they receive the expected reply 

from the spectrum manager. 

The spectrum manager itself also keeps results for message delay of the handoff scenario. 

Counters measure the time when a NOTIFY is sent to secondary user until the reply is 

received from the secondary user. 
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Delays of these three scenarios are recorded for later analysis. The analysis of data and 

statistics are obtained using MATLAB. Data files of the delays are entered into 

MATLAB. Some basic M-files are used to obtain the averages as well as the confidence 

intervals of each set of data. 

The simulation parameters such as FER, number of SIP proxies, and network loads are 

then changed to obtain different results under different scenarios. The same process of 

obtaining the statistics is used afterwards. The results of the simulation are seen in the 

next section. 

4.6 Simulation Results for Messaging Delays 

The following delay analysis is based on the analytical model of scenarios proposed in 

section 4.2. Assumptions used are described in that section unless otherwise stated 

specifically for each scenario. 

4.6.1 Secondary User Arrival 

Fig 4.9 shows analytical results for overall delay of TCP session setup between secondary 

user and server spectrum manager and the NOTIFY message that grants permission for 

channel use. Results assume 10 percent server loads, two SIP proxies, no waiting delays, 

and varying channel capacities and frame error rates. Results show that as frame error 

rate increases, the overall delay also increases. With lower channel capacities, delay can 

become unfeasible. 
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Figure 4.9: Delay for varying FER of secondary user SUBSCRIBE 

A dramatic increase in delay occurs when frame error rate is high increasing the 

probability of message retransmission. This problem is more apparent in lower channel 

capacities where there are a larger number of frames are required to deliver SIP 

messages. The amount of frames has a large influence on the retransmission delay. The 

problem is less prominent with larger channel capacities where a message can be 

transmitted using a single frame. Although there are still increases in delay given a high 

frame error rate, the overall delay remains low enough to be considered efficient in some 

channel allocation scenarios. 
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4.6.2 Primary User Arrival 

In the scenario of primary user arrival, the PUBLISH message sent from primary users to 

the spectrum manager do not necessarily travel along the same transmission path, but 

they experience the same types of delays that secondary users who send SUBSCRIBE 

messages to the spectrum broker server experience. Namely, TCP transmission delays, 

internet delays, queuing delays of the user, network entities and spectrum manager. 

0.15 
Frame Error Rate 

Figure 4.10: Delay of various FER for primary user PUBLISH 

Fig 4.10 shows the delay experienced by primary users for sending PUBLISH message. 

The graph shows delay values between the time primary users establishes a TCP session 
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with the spectrum broker server and the 2000K response. Assumptions are identical with 

the scenario with secondary user arrival. 

Results show that delays are similar with the previous scenario with secondary user's 

arrivals. Since the delays are the same for both scenarios, the graph shows they follow 

the same curve. The difference is there are less messages sent between the two network 

entities. The delay itself is slightly lower than the previous scenario. 

4.6.3 Secondary User Pre-empted and Handoff 

In the scenario where secondary user is pre-empted due to the arrival of primary user, 

secondary users are notified by the spectrum broker server of this arrival. There are two 

separate cases that can happen as described in the previous chapter. If there are no 

channels available, secondary users must wait until channels become available for them. 

However, if there are channels available, the spectrum manager can suggest other 

channels that suit their needs. In each of these cases, a NOTIFY message is sent to the 

secondary users. Since the message sequencing is the same for both cases, we can 

assume that the delay is also the same. 
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Figure 4.11: Handoff delay for secondary users 

Fig. 4.11 shows the handoff delay experienced by secondary users when they are pre

empted by the arrival of a primary user. Results were obtained using the same 

assumptions as previous simulations. This delay measure the time between primary user 

send the PUBLISH message to the successful transmission of the NOTIFY message to 

the secondary user. 

Results show that delays follow a similar pattern to previous analysis of messaging 

delays. The handoff delay is lower given that secondary user has already established a 

TCP session with the spectrum manager. Although larger frame error rates still 
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diminishes the feasibility in these scenarios, a larger channel capacity produces delays 

that are more acceptable. 

x • Server Load 20% 

Server Load 60% 

Server Load 80% 
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Figure 4.12: Delay with varying network entities and loads 

Fig 4.12 shows the overall delay with varying server loads and network entities. We 

keep a constant frame error rate of 10 percent and channel capacity of 2Mbps. The 

proportion of SIP messages versus non-SIP messages served by each network entity has 

been kept constant. Results show that server loads can have a dramatic impact on overall 

delay. In the scenario with a large number of entities between a user and the spectrum 

manager, a high load on each server can make this approach unfeasible by user 
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expectations. However, when server loads are low, the number of network entities 

between the user and the spectrum manager does not affect the overall delay greatly. 

The results obtained from the analytical model will be used as part of our simulation to 

determine the overall efficiencies of channel usage under different scenarios. The next 

section will give a description of our simulation model, along with the metric of 

efficiency we will quantify and compare with existing channel allocation techniques. 

The following are simulation results obtained for different scenarios compared with the 

analytical ones obtained. Each result is obtained using the messaging scenarios outlined 

in the previous chapter. This changes certain values of parameters which may affect the 

overall delay. Parameters are the same as those previously mentioned, unless otherwise 

stated. Error bars show confidence intervals at 95 percent. 
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Figure 4.13: Simulation delays for secondary user arrival 

Figure 4.13 shows simulation results compared with the analytical ones for secondary 

user arrival scenario. Simulation results for secondary user arrival using SUBSCRIBE 

message follows closely with the predicted analytical results. In this simulation, we 

make the same assumptions as those previously stated. Spectrum manager loads are 10 

percent, two SIP proxies, varying channel capacities and frame error rates. 
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Figure 4.14 shows simulation results of overall delay with the analytical findings. In this 

scenario, we assume an ideal link with no frame errors and no retransmissions needed 

over 2Mbps link. Here we look at the secondary user arrival scenario as above with 

changing number of network entities and loads. The number of SIP proxies and their 

loads are varied in order to see the effects on overall delay. Other assumptions made are 

the same as previously mentioned. 

Results for both simulation show that they follows closely with the predicated analytical 

values. There is a slight discrepancy between the two values. This is due to a precision 

error within our simulation software. OPNET allows manipulation of packet delays up to 
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Figure 4.14: Simulation Delay with Varying Network Entities and Loads 
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two decimal places and further ones are truncated. The result is a loss of significant 

figures in the measurement that carries over in the calculations. 

The simulation results themselves shows favorable results under ideal conditions when 

channel capacity is large and there are no retransmissions. However, given that frame 

error or lost packets are unavoidable, there will likely be some amount of 

retransmissions. The following shows results given a percentage of dropped packets. 

4.7 Simulation Results for Channel Efficiency 

For our proposed system, the licensed band to be accessed has an operational bandwidth 

of 60MHz divided into 40 channels of 1.4MHz each for a total bandwidth usage of 

56MHz. 

Our simulation uses a single cell with one base station serving a number of secondary 

users under each scenario. A spectrum manager is placed close to the base station to 

manage channel allocation. Users used channels for intervals following exponential 

distributions with varying mean times. The arrival rates for users also followed 

exponential with varying mean times. For this simulation it is assumed that all secondary 

users are interested in channel use no matter how long they wait. Simulation results are 

obtained from an average observable steady state environment. 
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4.7.1 Analytical and Simulation Results 

Figure 4.15 shows the results from both the analytical analysis and the simulation. 

Simulation results are similar to the analytical ones. Channel efficiency is slightly lower 

than those predicated since the overall delays experienced by secondary users have been 

simulated to be slightly higher. However, the overall curves are the same. 
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Figure 4.15: Channel Efficiency with Arrival Rate 60/sec 

In this scenario, we assume that arrival rates are very high. With 60 users arriving every 

second, service rates must also be high in order to keep a balance. If they are not, the 

system would no longer be in equilibrium and arriving users would not be able to get a 
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channel since waiting times would be infinite. This scenario shows channel utilization 

percentages in the event that users are arriving fast and leaving fast. They are not using 

channels for any extended period of time. Since delays occur during the arrivals of new 

users, the more users there are, the more pronounced the delay becomes. With small 

service times per user, the time associated with messaging delay for each user may 

become even higher than the time spent using channels. Figure 4.15 shows that the 

channel utilization percentage is low when the arrival rates of users are high. With 

increasing service rates, the channel utilization percentage lowers. This is expected since 

with less service time dedicated to each user, the ratio of time spent messaging to channel 

usage is also lower. 
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Figure 4.16: Channel Efficiency with Arrival Rates 2/sec 
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Figure 4.16 shows results from both the analytical and simulations for arrival rates 

averaging 2 per second. As in the previous scenario, channel efficiency is slightly lower 

in the simulation than the analysis. Overall, the curves follow the same shape. 

With lower arrival rates of 2 users per second, the service rates are allowed to be smaller. 

With a larger amount of time allowed for channel usage, the channel utilization 

percentages are much higher. In this scenario, the service times can be longer and so the 

ratio of time spent using channels versus the total time including delays is larger. As the 

service rates increase, the amount of time spent using channels decreases and so the 

channel utilization percentage also decreases. 

Primary users can not use spectrum immediately if they choose to use a channel that is 

currently occupied by a secondary user. In the scenario that was mentioned previously in 

section 4.2.3, an amount of time is lost due to message signaling from the spectrum 

manager to the secondary user to vacate the channel. The amount of time this consumes 

is the delay in the handoff scenario. Figure 4.11 shows the possible amount of time due 

to the handoff delay. The probability that an arriving primary user pre-empts an 

incumbent secondary user depends on several factors including the total number of 

available channels, and how heavily they are being used. Section 4.2.3 gives some 

estimates on the likelihood of this scenario. Under the best conditions it may be in the 

range of several hundred milliseconds. 

If we assume that the worst case scenario is the secondary user occupying the channel 

does not receive the NOTIFY message due to transmission failure, they will be forced to 
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time out before the primary user can use it. This may take over 10 seconds. The 

probability of the worst case happening also depends on the handoff scenario occurring 

as well as assuming all retransmission of the message fails. With frame error rates, p, at 

30% and assuming a single frame for messages a corresponding retransmission rate, q, is 

51%. The probability of all seven message attempts failing, P/, would be 0.897%. If we 

assume payload sizes are large and transmission speeds are low, the number of frames 

could be as high as 37. Under these conditions, the probability of seven message 

attempts failing can be as high as 99% and a timeout would occur after 10 seconds. 

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 do not take into account the amount of time lost due to the above 

two scenarios. Therefore, it is more optimistic then what would normally be expected. 

However, the probability of these scenarios occurring, specifically failing to receive 

messages, was determined in section 4.2.3 to be quite low. The curves in these two 

figures for channel utilization are average times, so considering these two scenarios 

would place results lower then what was obtained, but not by much. 

4.8 Simulation Results for Auctioning Mechanism 

The following results shows how mean bids and overall gain change as the average 

number of users increases. In this simulation a set number of secondary users compete 

with each other over a finite number of available channels. Secondary users are in either 

active or inactive states. These users follow exponential distribution for both arrival rates 

and spectrum usage duration. The following is a table of parameters used for this 

simulation. 
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Table 4.3: Auctioning Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Settings 

Number of Secondary Users vanes 

Mean Arrival Rate 1 hour 

Secondary users bid uniform distribution on a scale of 0 to 1 (0 lowest, 1 highest) for 

channels. Winning bidders are selected using the second-place sealed bid auctioning 

scheme as described in section 4.3 of the previous chapter. We use the second-place 

sealed bid auctioning scheme since it gives an incentive to not bid lower in order to 

receive a lower winning bid. The dominate strategy for users in this auctioning scheme is 

to bid truthfully on how much they value the channel [56]. 
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Figure 4.17: Average Winning Bid 

Figure 4.17 show the average winning bid as the potential number of secondary users 

increases. Results show that as when numbers of users are low, the winning bid is close 

to the 0.5 point. However, as more users are competing, the average winning bid 

decreases. This is due to the fact that without competition, users pay their bidding price 

which averages to 0.5. When additional users are present, the second-place sealed bid 

auctioning scheme is more likely to pick a second-place price that is lower than average 

resulting in a decrease in the average winning bid. When the number of users starts 

exceeding the total number of channels, competition for channels increases and average 

winning bids start to increase again. 
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Figure 4.18: Revenue Gain over 1 second 

Figure 4.18 shows the average gain for primary users every second. The gain for primary 

users is calculated as the amount of revenue generated per second assuming the bid price 

is paid per second for each channel in use. The results echo the ones in the average 

winning bids. The amount of revenue generated increases until the winning price paid 

per channel starts decreasing. It starts to increase again as more users increase the 

competition when channels become scarce. 

The auctioning mechanism used in this simulation is one example used. There are other 

auctioning methods such as first-place sealed bid that may yield better results in certain 

situations. 
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4.9 Comparison of Results 

Results from the simulations show that the amount of time taken up by the delay can be 

quite significant in some cases. Circumstances that contribute to the overall amount of 

delay include the air link capacity between users and the base station part of the access 

network, the condition of the air link may contribute to frame error and retransmissions, 

the amount of proxy SIP servers messages must traverse to reach the spectrum manager, 

and the loads these network entities have. Other factors may also contribute to the 

amount of delay, but these are the most significant ones. Channel efficiency largely 

depends on this delay as well as the average amount of time users use channels. 

As discussed in section 3.4, traditional cognitive radios have a trade-off between 

detection probabilities and amount of time spent sensing. In [9], there is shown a good-

point of channel efficiency given the number of detection symbols as well as the 

probability of detection desired. Results show that better channel efficiency can be 

obtained with lower probabilities of detection up to a maximum of 65% with a 

probability of detection of 90%. When higher levels of detection are wanted, at 99.9% 

probability of detection, efficiency drops dramatically to a maximum of 29%. 

Our method has clear advantages in terms of channel efficiency under certain 

circumstances. One advantage is that we operate at 100% detection probability given that 

all users report their usage, so there is no need for detection and no chance of collisions 

between users. However, under certain conditions, our method has disadvantages. When 

arrival rates of users are high as shown in figure 4.16, the efficiency can be low. With 

high arrival rates, the service times need to be quick. This contributes to the overall low 
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efficiency since the ratio of time spent using the channel to the delays is much lower. 

Under better circumstances, when arrival rates are lower, and users spend more time 

using channels, the overall efficiency is much greater as shown in figure 4.17. In such a 

scenario, the time spent obtaining permission to use a channel from the spectrum 

manager is worth it. 

There have been various attempts to improve efficiency and probability of detection 

discussed in chapter 2. One prominent method is the use of cooperative sensing where 

multiple users pool their resources by sensing smaller portions of the spectrum. In [37], 

sensing times are given with respect to the number of cooperative users and probability of 

detection at 99%. Their results show that sensing times can be much lower, on the scale 

of milliseconds. However, results only show the delay due to the sensing part. Other 

delays such as information dissemination, heavier processing loads, and competition for 

available channels are not addressed. Analysis here is assumed to be under ideal channel 

conditions with error free communication between users. These factors would contribute 

to the total time needed to access channels. 

Our analysis shows all potential delays including channel error causing retransmission. 

Delays are heavily influenced by the frame error rate and channel capacity as shown in 

figure 4.13. Under unfavourable conditions, delay can be as high as 30 seconds which 

may make our method unfeasible. However, when frame errors are low, or non-existent, 

the delay can be a very reasonable value that is comparable with those of cooperative 

sensing under similar circumstances. 
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Our result shows several scenarios in which delay can be overall large. In particular, 

when frame error rate in the air link is high, and when loads on SIP proxy servers are 

high. However, under ideal circumstances, the delay has shown to be comparable to 

other more traditional cognitive radio methods. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The ongoing trend of more wireless devices is increasing rapidly. Users are expecting 

their wireless devices to provide more in terms of applications and services as well as 

convenience of always being connected. The wireless spectrum is limited in its capacity 

and must be used more efficiently if more wireless devices are too be made. Cognitive 

radios is one of the efforts put forth to make devices smarter and more adaptable in order 

to meet the coming needs of efficient wireless spectrum usage. However, cognitive 

radios are still in development with many issues yet to be solved before their deployment 

and use can be further realized. The need for spectrum sensing in order to detect unused 

bands has been a problem that has yet to be addressed in an elegant solution. Also, the 

coordination among these cognitive radio users and incumbent users has led to additional 

complexities in order to manage their spectrum usage. 

In this thesis, we have provided a solution of a centralized cognitive radio network that 

utilizes the primary user's shared spectrum usage information. This allows us to 

eliminate the need for spectrum scanning and avoid usage collisions. In addition we 

explore the use of higher layer protocols, namely SEP, to facilitate communication and 

channel distribution between licensed users and cognitive radio users. We present our 

contributions through various event scenarios using messaging diagrams of SEP 

messages, analytical models of the messaging delays, along with simulations using 

OPNET to confirm our analysis. 
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We have demonstrated through an example using 3GPP's Long Term Evolution network, 

that SIP messaging can be used as an overlay to existing network architecture in order to 

facilitate communication between different users for the purposes of spectrum 

management and channel distribution in a cognitive radio network. Communication 

using SIP messages also allows us the exchange of information for the purposes of 

billing. We have proposed an auctioning mechanism in order to provide an incentive for 

primary users to share their spectrum usage information. Results show the amount and 

gain under different scenarios. 

In our simulations, we devise and implement a model to simulate the behaviour of SIP 

messaging over network architecture with the same parameters as our analysis in order to 

observe the effects of delay on channel efficiency. During the simulation, various 

parameters are changed in order to simulate different scenarios. The results collected 

from the simulation follows closely with our predicted analysis. They show that under 

certain scenarios, the amount of delay experienced is small enough that it does not 

contribute highly to spectrum downtime. 

The benefits derived from our solution solves several open issues related to cognitive 

radios including reliability of spectrum sensing, sharing spectrum usage information, and 

reducing device complexity. Our method eliminates the need for spectrum sensing and in 

turn removes the possibility of false or missed detection of primary users. We also 

centralize spectrum management duties in order to remove the need for more complex 

computations and devices associated with cooperative sensing. 
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Future work can be undertaken following several directions. In our model, we have taken 

liberties in some of our assumptions in order to simplify the analysis. A more accurate 

model of this system can be made. Users are assumed to wait as long as needed to obtain 

channels. A more accurate model may have users renege after a certain period of time to 

better model human behaviour. This may change the overall efficiency of channel usage 

as well as users overall satisfaction with the system. We have also assumed that service 

rates for all entities are the same to simplify analysis. This assumption may not always 

be true. Propagation delays of messages are set to be constant, but may not always be the 

same. This may change the overall delay and efficiency depending on how large or small 

it is. 

Finally, the current model only takes into consideration one cell. Another future 

direction is to look at scenarios with multiple adjacent cells. Handoff scenarios when 

users move from one cell to the next as well as spectrum management across multiple 

cells have yet to be explored. 
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